Pathways
Clarifying responses for residents who are homeless or at risk of homelessness in Newcastle
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Disclaimer: we endeavour to keep the pathways resource as up to date as possible, through a quarterly
review process. However, there may be elements of the resource that are not up to date. If you spot any
issues or inaccuracies with the pathways resource, please let us know by emailing
activeinclusion@newcastle.gov.uk

Introduction and overview
This project is part of Newcastle’s Homelessness Prevention Trailblazer, and complements our preparations for the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017(HR Act 2017). As we begin to assess residents’
housing and support needs and create personalised ‘Inclusion Plans’ under the new statutory framework from April 2018 and also have new Homelessness Prevention Officers working in the service, it
is timely to clarify and consolidate our responses to homelessness. To this point, some of our responses have developed organically, and are not routinely available to practitioners or residents in a
transparent form. Clarifying our responses should allow us to prevent homelessness in a more consistent manner. This work is part of our overall effort to develop a consistent thread from the
identification of need, to assessment, to response (our pathways), to monitoring, to reviewing and then policy development and resource allocation.
Purpose
In this project, the term ‘pathways’ refers to how we respond to those residents who are homeless or at risk of homelessness. Essentially, how do we identify someone threatened with homelessness or
actually homeless? what steps do we take to respond? and who carries out the different stages of the response?
This project seeks to identify, clarify, and refine the pathways for residents in Newcastle who are either homeless or at risk of homelessness. In its broadest form, the task is to consolidate our responses
to homelessness (and the threat of homelessness) into a form which is clear and understandable to practitioners and residents.
The objectives of the project are to:
•
•
•
•
•

consolidate our responses to homelessness (and the threat of homelessness) into pathways which align to the key causes of homelessness in Newcastle
map the ordering of responses within each pathway and clarify the roles and responsibilities of different services within each ‘pathway’ of response to identify gaps in continuity for residents
collate useful information on each ‘pathway’ of response
clarify the extent of use, understanding, and perceptions of effectiveness and ease of use amongst frontline practitioners
integrate this into an accessible and navigable resource for practitioners, with residents in mind

The perceived benefits of the project are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

We will have our responses written down in a transparent format, allowing a point of
central point of reference for staff
In turn, the resource will support new practitioners and others to understand the range
of approaches we use to respond to homelessness
We will be able to collate key information on each ‘pathway’ of response, making them
more accessible for practitioners and residents
We will be able to clarify the roles and responsibilities of different services in specific
pathways. In the process, contributing to our effort to “make preventing and
responding to homelessness everyone’s business”
We will be able to develop a clearer link between our policies and the realities of our
practice
We will be able to identify gaps in our pathways of response either in terms of the
continuity of support, or in our evidence of ‘what works’
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What the project will not do:

•
•
•

The project will not replace the expertise or experience of practitioners. Each resident’s issues
are individualised and complex and this project will not provide set responses for every
eventuality
The project will not allow residents to navigate themselves through our pathways
Inherently improve any of our responses, at least in the first instance. It is hoped that areas
which require development will emanate from the project, but further work will be required to
improve these

Using the document

The document is split into four main
stages of response. If you click on the
relevant stage, you will see our pathways
of response categorised by the cause of
homelessness

The pathways are broken down by the
cause of the resident’s homelessness (or
risk of). Click on each to see the relevant
pathway of response

The pathways are displayed as
flowcharts that mainly run from left to
right. Once you reach the end of a
flowchart click on the relevant link to
take you to the next stage of the
pathway

Click on the buttons in the bottom right
and left to take you back to the start of
document or the start of the section
you’re in

Hyperlinks to other parts of this
document are in bold blue
External links are not in bold
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How far away from being homeless is the resident?

‘At risk’ of homelessness
They are at general risk of
homelessness at some point in the
future, but not within the next 2
months

‘Threatened’ with homelessness

‘Homeless’

They are likely to be homeless in
the next 2 months

They are already homeless

Multiply Excluded Homeless
For residents who have support
needs that go beyond immediate
housing needs. As many services are
not set up to meet these needs, these
individuals often face repeated
exclusion and prolonged periods in
homeless accommodation or rough
sleeping
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Find ‘suitable and
sustainable’ accommodation
For residents in temporary
accommodation who require
support to move on to more
suitable and sustainable
accommodation

‘At risk’ of homelessness
They are at general risk of homelessness at some point in the future, but not within the next two months

What is the main issue that is putting the resident ‘at risk’?

Arrears in rented,
leased or owned
accommodation

Your Homes
Newcastle
Private rented

Registered social
landlord
Owner occupied

Supported
accommodation

Relationship
Problems

Relationship
breakdown (no
indication of
domestic violence)
Friends or family
have asked the
resident to leave
There are no defined
pathways for residents
‘at risk’ of
homelessness due to
relationship problems,
only for those directly
‘threatened’.

More information on the
support available in
Newcastle for residents
who are experiencing
relationship problems
can be found here
Back to start
of document

At risk of
violence or
harassment

Domestic abuse
(this should be
treated as a crisis
response)
Violence or
harassment in the
community (this is
categorised as the
resident being
‘threatened’ with
homelessness)

Leaving an
institution

At risk due to
unmet support
needs

Welfare Reform
and Jobcentre
Plus

Going into prison

Mental health
needs

Jobcentre Plus
Trailblazer

Leaving a hospital
general needs
mental health
(these pathways
begin when the
resident is
‘threatened’ with
homelessness)

Drug and alcohol
problems

Leaving the care of
the local authority

This section only
refers to needs that
are particularly
common or have
clear pathways into
support. For other
needs please see the
Newcastle Support
Directory

Targeting benefit
capped
households
Universal Credit
transitional
support

Leaving National
Asylum Support
Service (NASS)
accommodation
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Arrears in rented, leased or owned accommodation

What is the resident’s current accommodation situation?

Your Homes Newcastle
(general needs)

Back to start
of document

Registered Social
Landlords

Private rented sector

Supported housing

Owner occupier
(mortgage)

Back to start
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Risk of eviction from Your Homes Newcastle (general needs)
Pre-court stage

The tenant’s ability to manage a tenancy should have been checked at the ‘verification stage’ and ‘property offer’ stage of their Tyne and Wear Homes
application as part of the ‘Sustaining Tenancies’ process. See here for how YHN identify support needs that may pose a risk to tenancy sustainment

If the resident is aged over
25 years old or is aged
under 25 years old and has
no identified vulnerability

The tenant is
falls into rent
arrears

Back to start
of document

A check of the
tenants rent account
is undertaken by a
relevant YHN
Income Recovery
Officer

A letter is sent to the
resident explaining
that they have fallen
into rent arrears and
offers support

A referral is made to YHN
Support and Progression
workers

Arrears
continue to
rise on the
resident’s
rent account

The resident
begins to pay
off their rent
arrears

A YHN Income
Recovery officer
will send an initial
letter to the
resident to
arrange a
meeting to
discuss the
reason why the
arrears have
emerged

If the resident is aged under
25 years old and has an
identified vulnerability
A referral is made to the YHN
Young People’s Service

Tenant attends the meeting and a
vulnerability/ issue is identified
Tenant does not attend the meeting and
rent arrears continue to rise

YHN may ‘authorise the case for court’.
This means the YHN court team will begin
to organise the relevant paperwork to
apply for a possession order
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Risk of eviction from Your Homes Newcastle (general needs) – rent arrears
Account authorised for court

Account
authorised for
court
Income Recovery
Manager sends
impending eviction
notification to Active
Inclusion Newcastle
Unit (AINU)

If there are dependant
children in the
household, the case is
referred to Cherry Tree
View (CTV) Preventative
Outreach who seek to
establish contact with the
resident

Resident engages with
CTV Preventative
Outreach
Court Hearing takes
place and either an
Absolute or
Suspended
Possession Order is
obtained

AINU send an
initial letter to
residents offering
support around
their threat of
eviction
If there are no
dependant children in
the household, the
resident is invited to
attend the Housing
Advice Centre (HAC)
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Resident does not engage
with CTV Preventative
Outreach and rent arrears
continue to rise

Resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre

Resident does not attend
the Housing Advice Centre
and rent arrears continue to
rise
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Risk of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – identifying needs

If the household are fleeing violence. HSO completes a MARAC/DASH-RIC checklist
If risk is identified the household are referred to the appropriate form of safeguarding following the agreed process

HSO liaises current
support provision to
inform assessment

CTV Housing
Support Officer
(HSO) will
complete an
initial
assessment
with the
household
within 1 week
of the referral

If there are no
dependant
children in the
household

If there are
dependant
children in the
household

HSO will
complete a full
assessment with
the household

The full
assessment will
highlight causes
of rent arrears

See here for the initial actions
CTV would take to help a
resident keep their current
accommodation

The household refuse
the offer of an Early
Help Plan

The household are
offered an Early
Help Plan

Back to start
of document

CTV response based on cause
of rent arrears and needs of
household.

If household accept the offer
of an Early Help Plan
assessment and support is
coordinated through this plan

Back to start
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Risk of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – actions for now (keep current housing)

Possible initial actions to help keep current housing
Negotiate with
relevant YHN
Income
Recovery
Officer to
pause
eviction
process
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If feasible,
support the
resident to set
up an
affordable
payment plan
to pay off rent
arrears

If resident is on
Universal Credit –
explore opportunity to
set up Alternative
Payment Arrangements
(APAs), paying housing
element directly to the
landlord

Apply to the Crisis
Support Scheme
to alleviate
financial issues in
the short term,
allowing rent
payments to be
made

Use CTV
emergency
fund to cover
daily costs in
the short
term, if rent
payments

Apply for a
Discretionary
Housing
Payment to
help pay rent
arrears in the
short to
medium term

Apply to the
Supporting
Independence
Scheme to
replace a
furniture pack
or hire
purchase

If initial actions are successful in pausing
eviction process

If initial actions are unsuccessful in pausing
eviction process – rent arrears continue to
rise

See possible actions to stabilise the
resident in the longer term

See the section on finding suitable and
sustainable accommodation

Back to start
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Risk of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – actions to stabilise the resident in the longer term

CTV may carry out a number of possible actions to stabilise the resident in the longer term depending on their needs

•

An Income

Financial Inclusion

Assessing entitlement to
welfare benefits

Support with budgeting and
income management

Making new claims and
reporting changes in
circumstances around:
Child Benefit, Personal
Independence Payment,
Universal Credit, Housing
Benefit

If a more complex benefits issue
is identified then a referral can be
made to specialist welfare rights
advice services (such as
Newcastle City Council’s Welfare
Rights Service)

Back to start
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Employment, Education,
and Training

•
•
•
•

Getting the best deal on
utilities
Shopping and cooking on a
budget
Paying bills

•

•

Support to access
employment services
Support with childcare
arrangements, school
admissions, and free
nursery places
Support to access
school/college including
ESOL classes

Health and Wellbeing

•
•

•

•

GP registration
Ensuring access to
medication and providing
support to access pharmacies
Referral to the local
Community Mental Health
Team (CMHT)
Referral to Homeless
Community Practitioner Nurse
(CPN) service

If issues related to debt are
identified then a referral can be
made to specialist debt advice
(such as Newcastle City
Council’s Debt Advice Service)

Back to start
of section

Risk of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Resident attends the Housing Advice Centre

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre
(HAC)

HPO on triage duty will refer
the resident for an Inclusion
Plan and Assessment

The resident
falls into
mortgage
arrears or fears
that they will
soon fall into
arrears

A Homelessness
Prevention Officer (HPO)
carries out an
assessment to identify:
•

•
•

The underlying
causes of the
resident’s rent arrears
The housing needs of
the household
The support needs of
the household

The Money Matters
Debt Advisor will
explore a range of
options with the
resident to address
their rent arrears and
prevent eviction

If initial actions are
unsuccessful or
insufficient to
pause the eviction
process for any
reason

If initial actions are
successful in
pausing eviction
process

A HPO will help
the resident find
suitable and
sustainable
housing

The Money
Matters advisor
will refer back to
support to help
stabilise the
resident in the
longer term

The HPO develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to help
prevent homelessness and
address the households
housing and support needs

Back to start
of document
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Risk of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Housing Advice Centre – actions to keep current housing

Longer term actions to keep current housing

Actions for now to keep current housing

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries
out a financial
assessment with the
resident to determine
possible actions to
prevent homelessness

Apply for a
Discretionary
Housing Payment to
help pay rent arrears
in the short to
medium term

Apply to the Crisis
Support Scheme to
alleviate financial
issues in the short
term, allowing rent
payments to be made

If resident is on
Universal Credit –
explore opportunity
to set up Alternative
Payment
Arrangements
(APAs), paying
housing element
directly to the
landlord

Set up direct
deductions from
benefits for arrears
but this is usually at
20% under UC
although argue
the minimum rate of
10% on hardship
grounds

Maximising income
•

Budgeting
•

Back to start
of document

Offer budgeting support to manage income and
expenditure. If feasible, support the resident to set
up an affordable payment plan to pay off rent
arrears
Managing and prioritising debts

•

•
Apply to the Supporting
Independence Scheme to replace
a YHN furniture pack or furniture
bought on hire purchase

If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is not in
receipt of all the benefits their household are entitled
to they will refer to specialist welfare rights advice
services (such as Newcastle City Council’s Welfare
Rights Service)

•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent
payments (Referral for an Individual Voluntary
Arrangement / Administration Order)
If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor
may apply to write off the debts
Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts if the
resident is unable to pay. The DRO Fund can be
used to pay the administration fee for the Debt
Relief Order

Back to start
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Risk of eviction from private rented housing

The service may also signpost the resident to the Newcastle Private Rented Service, who “provide a free, professional advice service that can help with a range of issues including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

tenancy agreements
help to pay your rent
managing your tenancy
looking after your home
resolving disputes
rent arrears and eviction

A resident is
identified as being at
risk of losing their
tenancy by a service
that is supporting
them
This could be due to
a range of different
reasons including:
•
•
•

rent arrears
anti-social
behaviour
disrepair

The service
should refer
the resident to
the Citywide
Floating
Support
Service
through the
Newcastle
Gateway

The Citywide Floating
Support Service
accept the referral
based on an
individual needs and
risk assessment
completed through
the Gateway

The Citywide Floating
Support Service do
not accept the
referral

The Citywide Floating
Support Service should
update the Newcastle
Gateway with the
outcome of the referral

Back to start
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A support worker
from the Citywide
Floating Support
Service will seek
to make contact
with the resident

Upon making
contact with the
resident the
support worker
will develop a
support plan that
is individualised to
the needs of that
resident

The support plan
addresses the issues
that are causing the
resident to be at risk
of homelessness,
stabilising their
housing situation

If specialist debt
and budgeting
support is required
then the support
worker should refer
specialist welfare
rights advice
services

The support worker is
unable to address the
issues causing the
resident to be at risk
of homelessness

If specialist debt
and budgeting
support is required
then the support
worker should refer
to specialist debt
advice

If these actions are not
successful, the landlord may
serve a notice of eviction to
the resident – see ‘threat of
eviction from private rented
housing’
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Risk of eviction from Registered Social Landlords (RSL)

The income recovery processes and the extent to which Registered Social Landlord tenants are proactively offered support when at risk of eviction will vary across individual
Registered Social Landlords. It is best to speak directly to the relevant landlord to clarify what their individual processes are

A resident is
identified as being at
risk of losing their
tenancy by a service
that is supporting
them
This could do due to
a range of different
reasons including:
•

rent arrears

•

anti-social
behaviour

•

disrepair

The service
should refer
the resident to
the Citywide
Floating
Support
Service
through the
Newcastle
Gateway

The Citywide Floating
Support Service
accept the referral
based on an
individual needs and
risk assessment
completed through
the Gateway

The Citywide Floating
Support Service do
not accept the
referral

The Citywide Floating
Support Service should
update the Newcastle
Gateway with the
outcome of the referral
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A support worker
from the Citywide
Floating Support
Service will seek
to make contact
with the resident

Upon making
contact with the
resident the
support worker
will develop a
support plan that
is individualised to
the needs of that
resident

The support plan
addresses the issues
that are causing the
resident to be at risk
of homelessness,
stabilising their
housing situation

The support worker is
unable to address the
issues causing the
resident to be at risk
of homelessness

If specialist debt
and budgeting
support is required
then the WRPO
should refer
specialist welfare
rights advice
services
If specialist debt
and budgeting
support is required
then the WRPO
should refer to
specialist debt
advice

If these actions are not
successful, the landlord
may serve a notice of
eviction to the resident see threat of eviction
from RSL

Back to start
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Risk of eviction from owner occupied housing (mortgaged)
Mortgage arrears – initial actions

The resident attends the Housing
Advice Centre (HAC)
HPO on triage duty will refer the
resident for an Inclusion Plan and
Assessment

The resident falls
into mortgage
arrears or fears
that they will
soon fall into
arrears

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer (HPO) carries out an
assessment to identify:
•
•
•

The underlying causes of the
resident’s rent arrears
The housing needs of the
household
The support needs of the
household

The lender
accepts the
offer

Money Matters will
continue to work
with the resident to
manage their
finances and meet
the conditions of the
offer

The Money Matters Debt
Advisor will explore a range of
options with the resident to
develop an ‘offer’ to the
mortgage lender

The lender
rejects the
offer

The lender begins
repossession
proceedings

The HPO develops an Inclusion Plan
with the resident to help prevent
homelessness and address the
households housing and support
needs

Back to start
of document
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Risk of eviction from owner occupied housing (mortgaged)
Mortgage arrears – negotiation with mortgage lender
A ‘Money Matters’ Debt Advisor will support the resident to stabilise their situation in
the short to medium term:

Finding a longer term solution:

Managing and prioritising debts
•
•
•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for mortgage payments (Referral for an
Individual Voluntary Arrangement / Administration Order)
If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may apply to write off the
debts
Apply for time order if a regulated mortgage contract under FSMA (Regulated
Activities) Order 2001

Refer for independent financial advice
•

The resident is referred to the Money Advice Service to find an independent
financial advisor in order to re-mortgage the property on better terms of consider
part rent/buy schemes

The Money Matters Debt Advisor will
negotiate with the mortgage lender
around:
•

Extending the mortgage term to reduce
payments

•

Lender forbearance options, such as a
payment holiday, interest only for a time,
extending the term or capitalisation of
arrears

•

Offering the lender a payment plan,
potentially through direct deductions from
benefits

•

Offer to clear the arrears over a
“reasonable period” up to life time of
mortgage (for first mortgages and
unregulated second mortgages)

Budgeting
•

A personal budgeting session to explore how much can be paid towards
mortgage
Maximising income

•
•

Back to start
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If the resident is in receipt of certain benefits, they may be able to receive
Support for Mortgage Interest (SMI) – more details can be found here
If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is NOT in receipt of all the benefits their
household are entitled to they will refer to specialist welfare rights advice services
(such as Newcastle City Council’s Welfare Rights Service)

Back to start
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Risk of eviction from supported accommodation
Moving in

This process is explained in more detail in Preventing evictions from supported housing in Newcastle : An Eviction Protocol for Supported Housing Providers

If the resident is already in supported housing and there are concerns about their ability to maintain this accommodation, please see the pathway for ‘threat of
eviction from supported accommodation’

A Gateway needs
assessment
completed and
referral made to the
most appropriate
supported
accommodation
service

The support worker that
referred the resident to
will support them to
access the supported
accommodation

An initial support plan is
completed by a keyworker in the
supported accommodation
service. The support plan should
be based on the needs raised in
the Gateway assessment

The keyworker should help to address
any needs that may put the resident ‘at
risk’ of breaching the terms of their
occupancy or act as a barrier to the
resident moving on into more suitable
and sustainable accommodation

This may include referrals to other services to help address any needs identified in
the assessment

The Active Inclusion Newcastle Unit (AINU) will monitor assessments completed prior to admission, Gateway admits to supported accommodation
services, and records where information is missing or insufficient

Back to start
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Leaving an institution
Navigation page

What type of institution is the resident leaving?

Going into prison

Back to start
of document

Leaving hospital
(general needs)

Leaving hospital
(mental health)

Leaving the care of the
local authority

Leaving National Asylum
Support Service (NASS)

Back to start
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Leaving an institution
Leaving the care of the local authority

You are defined as leaving care if you have been looked after by a local authority for at least 13 weeks since the age of 14 and you left care on or after your 16th
birthday. The 13 weeks do not have to be continual (but short-term, pre-planned placements in care may not count towards the 13 weeks).
This can refer to either a family placement or a residential unit.

The type of support available to a resident who was formerly in the care of the local authority depends on their age. Please select the age range that applies:

16 to 18 years old

18 to 25 years old

More detailed advice on local authorities duties to those who leaving the care of the local authority is available through the
National Homelessness Advice Service, here.

Back to start
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Leaving an institution: care of the local authority
Aged 16 to 18 years old (leaving care)

The care leaver will be allocated an advisor from the ‘Leaving Care Support’ team.
They are responsible for supporting the resident until they are 21 to establish and
maintain:

Before the resident turns 16, a social worker
will inform the ‘Leaving Care Support’ team

Somewhere to live

•
•
•

The resident may be able to access their own tenancy through YHN, a Registered
Social Landlord (RSL), or in the private rented sector.
They may access supported accommodation (YHN have two supported
accommodation projects)
Occasionally, accommodation may also be arranged in a children’s home or foster
care

The ‘Leaving Care Support’ team will
arrange a meeting to develop a ‘Pathways
Plan’ focused on the resident’s needs and
future plans around:

(More detailed guidance on sourcing accommodation for care leavers can be found here)

•
•
•

•

Accommodation
Education, training, and employment
Support

In attendance at this meeting will be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The resident
an advocate (if the resident asks for one)
The resident’s social worker
The resident’s carer(s)
any other people responsible for supporting
the resident
An Independent Reviewing Officer

An Income

•

If the resident is leaving the care of Newcastle City Council then the council are
responsible for providing the resident with an income to cover rent, food, bills, travel
costs for education and training, clothing, pocket money and childcare if required. The
‘Leaving Care Support’ team should set this up for the resident.
Most 16 or 17-year-old care leavers are not eligible for benefits. However, if the
resident is a parent, or if they have “limited capability for work” they may be able to
claim some benefits

When the resident
turns 18 there are
some changes to
the support
provided. See here
for more details

Financial Inclusion
Providing support with budgeting to help the resident manage their income. If the resident
is housed in YHN accommodation, the Young People’s Service can also support the
resident with budgeting

Education, training, and employment
The advisor should coordinate support to enable access to education, training, or
employment. ‘Care Leavers’ are also entitled to additional bursaries to help them access
further education.
Back to start
of document
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Leaving an institution: care of the local authority
Aged 18 to 25 years old

The ‘Leaving Care Support’ team will continue to support the resident until they are 25 years old under the Children and Social Work
Act 2017
The care leaver will be allocated an advisor from the ‘Leaving Care Support’ team. They are responsible for supporting the resident
until they are aged 25 years old to establish and maintain:
Somewhere to live
The ‘Leaving Care Support’ team should provide ongoing support to the resident around their housing until they are aged 25 years old,
under statutory transitions guidance. This could include helping the resident keep their current housing or find new housing. Contingency
plans for support if independent living breaks down should be in place
When the resident
turns 18 years old
there are some changes
to the support provided

An Income
When the resident turns 18 years old they are able to claim benefits. The ‘Leaving Care Support’ team should support the resident to claim
the benefits they are entitled to. If there is a particularly complex benefits issue they may seek advice from Newcastle City Council’s
Welfare Rights Service. If they are a YHN tenant, they can also get advice on benefits from YHN’s Young People’s Service
Financial Inclusion
The ‘Leaving Care Support’ team with budgeting to help the resident manage their income. If there is a particularly complex issue with debt
or budgeting, the they may seek advice from Newcastle City Council’s Money Matters team. If the resident is a YHN tenant, the Young
People’s Service can also support the resident with budgeting
Education, training, and employment
The advisor should coordinate support to enable access to education, training, or employment. ‘Care Leavers’ are also entitled to additional
bursaries to help them access higher education
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Leaving an institution
National Asylum Support Scheme (NASS)

There are two main pathways for residents who have not yet received a decision on their asylum application:

General support during the asylum process

Back to start
of document

The Home Office determine that the household
do not require asylum accommodation
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National Asylum Support Scheme (NASS)
Support during the asylum process

The Local Authority Asylum Seeker Liaison Officer (LAASLO) support is a time limited pilot ran by Newcastle City Council and funded
by the Home Office until September 2020 to support asylum seekers before they receive a decision on their asylum application

When the household have been
dispersed to Home Office asylum
accommodation in Newcastle the
accommodation provider will send
details of resident to the LAASLO team

The LAASLO
seeks to make
contact with the
resident

After making contact with
resident LAASLO, they will
develop a support plan, which
includes discussing the
household’s options for different
outcomes of their asylum
application

See here for the pathway of response
once a household has received a
decision on their asylum application

The LAASLO will offer advice and support to resident at any time during the asylum process, and will continue to
support the resident after a decision has been made on their asylum application.
This may include referrals to other services to help address any needs identified in the assessment, such as:

Back to start
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•

Immigration issues

•

English for speakers of other languages courses (ESOL)

•

Health services

•

Access to education for children in the household

Back to start
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National Asylum Support Scheme (NASS)
Home Office determine the household do not require asylum accommodation

If there are
dependant
children
Home Office determine that
the household do not require
asylum accommodation and
support while their asylum
claim is being reviewed (they
have sufficient income)

Referral made to
Children’s Social Care

Eviction from asylum
support
accommodation can
occur at any point
If there are no
dependant
children

Resident becomes
destitute while asylum
claim is ongoing

A referral should be made to
Newcastle City Council Adult Social
Care if they meet the threshold for
referral due to vulnerability caused by
having nil income

There are five main charities that provide dedicated support to destitute asylum seekers:
•
•
•
•
•

Back to start
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West End Refugee Service (WERS): Hardship fund with weekly cash payments of £15, case work support, and food parcels (when available)
North of England Refugee Service (NERS): Case work, advocacy and signposting
The Red Cross: Short term cash support (up to 12 weeks) to pay for essential travel related to asylum claims
Action Foundation: housing scheme that provides longer term settled accommodation and temporary placements
Hexham and Newcastle Refugee Project: provide cash support and food parcels through a drop-in session

Back to start
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Leaving an institution
Going into prison

The resident may be entitled to benefits to help them pay their rent if they are in prison in England, Wales or Scotland
How long they can get HB for depends on their circumstances:
ON REMAND: the resident can get HB for up to 52 weeks while they are
in prison on remand waiting for their trial or sentence.
The resident receives Housing
benefit (HB)

A resident is
going to be
sent to prison
on remand or
for a short
sentence

If a support or
accommodation
service is
supporting the
resident, they
should help them
make a plan to
keep their current
housing while they
are in prison

Housing Benefit can pay the resident’s
rent if they intend to return home when
they are released from prison.

The resident receives Universal
credit (UC)
If the resident was getting UC to help
pay their rent or a mortgage before
they went into prison,

SENTENCED: if they are sentenced and are in prison they can get HB
for up to 13 weeks. But they must expect to return home within 13 weeks
of the date they first went into custody, including time they were on
remand.
ON BAIL: the resident can get HB for up to 52 weeks if their bail
conditions mean that they have to live away from home - in a bail or
probation hostel or anywhere else - until their court hearing.

The resident can continue to get UC housing costs payments for up to 6
months. This applies if they are on remand, on bail or sentenced. But if
they receive a custodial sentence they won’t get UC if they expect to be
in prison (including time on remand) for more than 6 months. They
should try to set up a direct debit to pay UC direct to their landlord.
If they are getting HB, UC, they must let the authority that is paying them
know as soon as possible if they go into prison, receive a custodial
sentence, or are released.

Terminating the tenancy
If the resident is sentenced to more than 26 weeks (six months) in
prison, they have no income, and there is no-one else staying in their
home who could pay the rent, it may be best to end their tenancy.
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Jobcentre Plus Trailblazer
Identifying a risk or threat of homelessness

If the resident is
already
homeless or is
threatened with
homelessness

A Jobcentre Plus
Work Coach identifies
that a resident may
be either ‘at risk of’
‘threatened with’
homelessness’ or
already homeless

The Work
Coach will ask
the resident if
they would like
to be referred
for support

The resident
agrees to the
referral

The resident will be
referred to Newcastle
City Council’s Housing
Advice Centre

The resident
YHN tenant

The resident will be directly referred to YHN
Financial Inclusion Officers who are colocated in the City Jobcentre

If the resident is
at risk of
homelessness
The resident
refuses the
referral

The resident is
in any other
form of tenure

Residents whose ‘risk’ is primarily related
to debt related issues are referred to
Newcastle City Council’s ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advice service

‘Single’ residents (without dependant
children) whose ‘risk’ is not primarily debt
related are referred to Crisis Skylight
Newcastle

Back to start
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Jobcentre Plus Trailblazer
Your Homes Newcastle – Financial Inclusion Officers

The YHN Financial Inclusion Officer will seek to resolve the
resident’s risk of homelessness through a combination of actions,
including:
A resident is directly
referred resident to
YHN Financial
Inclusion Officers
(FIO) who are colocated in the City
Jobcentre

The YHN FIO will
offer an immediate
appointment to the
resident

The YHN FIO will
record on Gateway
that they have
engaged with the
resident

Negotiation with the relevant Income Recovery Team in YHN to set up
a payment plan if the resident has any rent arrears

Offering advice on dealing with issues that are related to the suitability
or sustainability of their housing (e.g. affordability, size, location)

Apply for a Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP) to help the resident
manage a shortfall between their rent and income in the short term

Explore opportunities to maximise income by ensuring the household
are receiving the welfare benefits they are entitled to

Provide support with budgeting and general debt advice

If specialist benefits related support is
required then the FIO should refer
specialist welfare rights advice services

If specialist debt and budgeting support
is required then the FIO should refer to
specialist debt advice

A weekly report is sent to a colleague in the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) who acts as a ‘single point of contact’ and provides feedback to individual work
coaches on their referrals
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Jobcentre Plus Trailblazer
Crisis Skylight Newcastle

‘Single’ residents (without
dependant children) whose
‘risk’ is not primarily debt
related are referred to Crisis
Skylight Newcastle

The Work Coach will send the
referral through a secure
email address to Crisis
Skylight Newcastle

Crisis
successfully
make contact
with the resident

Crisis will advise
the resident to
attend their
weekly induction
session

Crisis are
unable to
make contact
after three
attempts

Crisis will record
their failure to
engage with the
resident on
Gateway

Crisis will make at
least three attempts to
contact the resident

Crisis will record
that they have
received the
referral on Gateway

The resident
attends the weekly
induction session

A Crisis Progression
Coach will meet with
the resident and work
with them to stabilise
their housing situation

The resident does
not attend the
weekly induction
session

A weekly report is sent to a colleague in the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) who acts as a ‘single point of contact’ and provides feedback to individual work
coaches on their referrals
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Jobcentre Plus Trailblazer
Debt and budgeting

The Debt Advisor
makes contact with
the resident and
arrange and
appointment with them
Residents whose ‘risk’
is primarily related to
debt related issues
are referred to
Newcastle City
Council’s ‘Money
Matters’ Debt Advice
service

The Work Coach
will send the referral
through a secure
email address to
the Money Matters
Debt Advice service

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries
out a financial
assessment with the
resident to determine
possible actions to
prevent
homelessness

See here for
examples of
possible actions a
Debt Advisor would
undertake to
prevent
homelessness

The Debt Advisor
will make at least
three attempts to
contact the
resident

The Debt Advisor is
unable to make
contact after three
attempts

The Debt Advisor will
record their failure to
engage with the
resident on Gateway

A weekly report is sent to a colleague in the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) who acts as a ‘single point of contact’ and provides feedback to individual work coaches
on their referrals
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Jobcentre Plus Trailblazer
Debt and budgeting actions

Actions for now to keep their current accommodation

Longer term actions to keep their current accommodation
Maximising Income

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries
out a financial
assessment with the
resident to determine
possible actions to
prevent homelessness

Apply for a Discretionary
Housing Payment (DHP) to
help pay housing costs in the
short to medium term

Apply to the Crisis Support
Scheme to alleviate financial
issues in the short term

Budgeting
Offer budgeting support to manage income and expenditure

If resident is on Universal
Credit – explore opportunity to
set up Alternative Payment
Arrangements (APAs)

Set up direct deductions from
benefits for arrears but this is
usually at 20% under UC
although argue
the minimum rate of 10% on
hardship grounds

Apply to the Supporting Independence Scheme to replace a
furniture pack or hire purchase

Back to start
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If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is not in receipt of all the benefits their
household are entitled to, they will refer the resident to Newcastle City Council’s
Welfare Rights service or other independent advice services

Managing and prioritising debts

•

Reschedule other debts (Referral for an Individual Voluntary Arrangement/
Administration Order)

•

If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may apply to write off
debts

•

Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts if the resident is unable to
pay. The DRO Fund can be used to pay the administration fee for the
Debt Relief Order

Back to start
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Jobcentre Plus Trailblazer
Housing Advice Centre (HAC)

The HPO makes
contact with the
resident and arrange
and appointment with
them

The resident will be
referred to Newcastle
City Council’s
Housing Advice
Centre

The Work Coach will
send the referral through
a secure email address
to the Housing Advice
Centre

If the resident is threatened with
homelessness within the next 2
months the response will depend
on what is causing the resident to
be threatened with homelessness
See here for pathways of
response for residents
threatened with homelessness

A Homelessness
Prevention Officer
(HPO) will make at
least three attempts to
contact the resident

The HPO is unable
to make contact
after three attempts

Back to start
of document

If the resident is already
homeless then please see
‘crisis’ response

The HPO will record their
failure to engage with the
resident on Gateway
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Targeting advice and support to benefit capped households

In the Summer Budget 2015 the Government announced a change to the benefit cap that was introduced in April 2013, lowering the cap on the maximum amount of out-ofwork benefits working-age families can receive from £26,000 to £20,000 per year (£13,400 for single adults with no children), except in London where higher rents will be
recognised through a £23,000 cap.

What is the resident’s tenure?

Your Homes Newcastle (YHN)

Back to start
of document

Private or Registered Social Landlord tenants
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of section

Targeting advice and support to benefit capped households
YHN tenants

In the Summer Budget 2015 the Government announced a change to the benefit cap that was introduced in April 2013, lowering the cap on the maximum amount of out-ofwork benefits working-age families can receive from £26,000 to £20,000 per year (£13,400 for single adults with no children), except in London where higher rents will be
recognised through a £23,000 cap.

Newcastle City Council’s
(NCC) Revenues and
Benefits team are
notified of households
affected by the benefit
cap by the Department
for Work and Pensions
(DWP)
The DWP do not share
the details of residents
in receipt of Universal
Credit

Back to start
of document

If the resident is
a Your Homes
Newcastle
(YHN) tenant

The resident
is also notified
directly by the
DWP

NCC Revenues
and Benefits
team notify
YHN

The YHN
‘Support and
Progression’
team will seek
to establish
contact with the
resident

The YHN ‘Support
and Progression’
team are unable to
establish contact
with the resident

The YHN ‘Support
and Progression’
team establish
contact with the
resident

The YHN ‘Support and Progression’ team will
work with the resident to stabilise their
financial situation

If they are a YHN tenant,
the resident may get in
touch with YHN directly
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Targeting advice and support to benefit capped households
Private and RSL tenants

In the Summer Budget 2015 the Government announced a change to the benefit cap that was introduced in April 2013, lowering the cap on the maximum amount of out-ofwork benefits working-age families can receive from £26,000 to £20,000 per year (£13,400 for single adults with no children), except in London where higher rents will be
recognised through a £23,000 cap.

Newcastle City Council’s
(NCC) Revenues and
Benefits team are
notified of households
affected by the benefit
cap by the Department
for Work and Pensions
(DWP)
The DWP do not share
the details of residents
in receipt of Universal
Credit
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If the resident
is a tenant of
a private
landlord
registered
social
landlord
(RSL)

NCC Revenues
and Benefits team
notify the Active
Inclusion Unit
(AINU) of those
households who
are now affected
on a regular basis

AINU ‘RAG’ rate the
residents according to
their risk of
homelessness, prioritising
those at greater risk
AINU allocate each
resident to a Newcastle
City Council ‘Money
Matters’ Debt Advisor

The ‘Money
Matters’ Debt
Advisor will
seek to
establish
contact with
the resident

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor
establishes contact
with the resident

The ‘Money
Matters’ Debt
Advisor will work
with the resident
to stabilise their
financial
situation

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor is
unable to establish
contact with the
resident
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Targeting advice and support to benefit capped households
Supporting private and RSL tenants – debt advice

Actions for now to stabilise the resident’s financial situation
Apply for a Discretionary Housing Payment
(DHP) to help pay for a shortfall in rent in the
short to medium term

Apply to the Crisis Support Scheme to
alleviate financial issues in the short term,
allowing rent payments to be made

Apply to the Supporting Independence Scheme to replace a furniture pack or hire purchase

Longer term actions to stabilise the resident’s financial situation
Maximising Income
The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries out
a financial assessment
with the resident to
identify ways to help
stabilise the resident’s
financial situation

Depending on the resident’s
financial needs, the Debt
Advisor then works with the
resident to stabilise their
situation in both the short
and longer term

If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is not in receipt of all the benefits their household are
entitled to, they will refer the resident to Newcastle City Council’s Welfare Rights service or other
independent advice services
Budgeting
Offer budgeting support to manage income and expenditure. If feasible, support the resident
to set up an affordable payment plan to pay off rent arrears
Managing and prioritising debts
•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent payments (Referral for an Individual
Voluntary Arrangement/ Administration Order)

•

If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may apply to write off your debts

•

Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts the resident is unable to pay. The DRO
Fund can be used to pay the administration fee for the Debt Relief Order
Moving home
The resident may be able to reduce their housing costs by moving to more suitable and
sustainable accommodation. In this case, the Debt Advisor would refer to a Homelessness
Prevention Officer co-located in the Housing Advice Centre using Gateway to process the
referral. See here for more information on finding suitable and sustainable accommodation
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Targeting advice and support to benefit capped households
Supporting YHN tenants

Actions for now to stabilise the resident’s financial situation
Apply for a Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP) to help pay for a shortfall
in rent in the short to medium term

Apply to the Crisis Support Scheme to alleviate financial issues in the short
term, allowing rent payments to be made

A YHN ‘Support and
Progression’ worker
will carry out a
financial assessment
with the resident to
identify ways to help
stabilise the
resident’s financial
situation

Depending on the
resident’s financial
needs, the YHN
‘Support and
Progression’ worker
then works with the
resident to stabilise their
situation in both the
short and longer term

Apply to the Supporting Independence Scheme to replace a furniture pack or
hire purchase

Longer term actions to stabilise the resident’s financial situation
Maximising Income
The YHN ‘Support and Progression’ worker will ensure the household is
receiving all the benefits they are entitled to. They will also help them to apply
for benefits.

If a more complex benefits issue is
identified, they may refer the
resident to Newcastle City Council’s
Welfare Rights service or other
independent advice services

Budgeting
Offer budgeting support to manage income and expenditure. If feasible,
support the resident to set up an affordable payment plan to pay off rent
arrears

If a debt related issue is identified, they
may refer the resident to a specialist
debt advice

Moving home
The YHN ‘Support and Progression’ worker can help the resident to
reduce their housing costs by moving to a more suitable and sustainable
YHN tenancy

Back to start
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Universal Credit transitional support
Identifying residents who are experiencing financial difficulty due to Universal Credit

The resident is a YHN
tenant

The resident will be offered a
referral to YHN Financial Inclusion
Officers (FIO) co-located in the City
Jobcentre for personal budgeting
support

A JCP Work Coach identified a resident
who:
•

is transitioning on to Universal Credit
and may require some support

•

is in receipt of Universal Credit and is
experiencing financial difficulties

The resident is not a
YHN tenant (they are
accommodated in
another tenure)

Back to start
of document

The resident will be offered a
referral to Newcastle City Council
‘Money Matters’ debt advice
service for personal budgeting
support
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Universal Credit transitional support
Supporting YHN tenants

The YHN FIO will offer personal budgeting support to the
resident. Depending on the resident’s circumstances, this
may include:
Arrange an advanced first payment if the resident is
transitioning on to Universal Credit and will face a cashflow
problem while waiting for their first payment
Carry out an assessment of the resident’s income and
expenditure
The resident is
referred to YHN
Financial Inclusion
Officers (FIO) who
are co-located in the
City Jobcentre

The YHN FIO
will offer an
immediate
appointment to
the resident

Helping the resident to set up an Alternative Payment
Arrangement (APA) to pay their rent if appropriate

Identify any issues with the resident’s Universal Credit claim
that could cause a delay in payments

If specialist debt and budgeting support
is required then the FIO should refer to
Newcastle City Council’s debt advice
service or other specialist debt advice

Back to start
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The FIO will continue to support the resident to help them
budget effectively and may carry out other actions to help
stabilise their situation in the short to medium term

Negotiation with the relevant Income Recovery Team in
YHN to set up a payment plan if the resident has any rent
arrears
Apply for a Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP) to help
the resident manage a shortfall between their rent and
income in the short term
Offering advice on dealing with issues that are related to
the suitability or sustainability of their housing (e.g.
affordability, size, location)
Explore opportunities to maximise income by ensuring the
household are receiving the welfare benefits they are
entitled to

If specialist benefits related support is
required then the FIO should refer
specialist welfare rights advice services

Back to start
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Universal Credit transitional support
Supporting non-YHN tenants
Actions for now to stabilise the resident’s financial situation

The Debt Advisor will offer personal budgeting
support to the resident. Depending on the resident’s
circumstances, this may include:

The resident will be
offered a referral to
Newcastle City
Council ‘Money
Matters’ debt advice
service for personal
budgeting support

Arrange an advanced first payment if the resident is
transitioning on to Universal Credit and will face a
cashflow problem while waiting for their first
payment
Carry out an assessment of the resident’s income
and expenditure

Helping the resident to set up an Alternative
Payment Arrangement (APA) to pay their rent if
appropriate

Depending on the
resident’s
circumstances,
the Money
Matters Debt
Advisor will carry
out a combination
of actions to
stabilise their
financial situation

Apply for a Discretionary Housing
Payment (DHP) to help pay rent
arrears in the short to medium
term

Apply to the Crisis Support Scheme
to alleviate financial issues in the
short term

Apply to the Supporting
Independence Scheme to replace
a furniture pack or hire purchase
and reduce outgoings

Apply to the Northumbrian Water
Support Plus Scheme if there are
any water debts

Longer term actions to stabilise the resident’s financial situation
Maximising Income
If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is not in receipt of all the benefits
their household are entitled to, they will refer the resident to Newcastle City
Council’s Welfare Rights service or other independent advice services
Budgeting
Offer budgeting support to manage income and expenditure
Managing and prioritising debts

Identify any issues with the resident’s Universal
Credit claim that could cause a delay in payments
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•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent payments
(Referral for an Individual Voluntary Arrangement/ Administration
Order)

•

If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may apply to
write off debts

•

Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts if the resident is
unable to pay. The DRO Fund can be used to pay the administration
fee for the Debt Relief Order
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'At risk’ due to unmet support needs
Navigation page

Drug and alcohol problems

Mental health

This section only refers to needs that are particularly common and services that are housing or homelessness related. For other needs please see the
Newcastle Support Directory
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'At risk’ due to unmet support needs
Drug and alcohol problems
Change, Grow, Live (CGL)
Your Homes Newcastle
(YHN) Support and
Progression team

The YHN Support and Progression
team offer floating support to YHN
tenants over the age of 16 who have
issues with drugs or alcohol
The YHN Pathways team can
also help people who are
currently in drug/alcohol rehab
and are getting ready to move
into their own tenancy

Drug and alcohol problems should be
identified through YHN’s pre-tenancy
checks. Alternatively, the resident
may be referred through their local
patch team

Newcastle Integrated
Psychosocial, Recovery
Support and Care Coordination
Service

Newcastle Integrated Psychosocial,
Recovery Support and Care
Coordination Service is a free and
confidential drug and alcohol service
for adults in Newcastle.

Changing Lives
Recovery Centre

The Changing Lives Recovery
Centre offers recovery groups, one
to one support, peer support and
housing related support to residents
with drug and alcohol issues.

Phoenix Futures

Offer resettlement support for
people with drug and alcohol
problems, including tenancy
management support and advice on
employment

CGL offer a range of services including
one to one floating support and key
work, recovery groups, psychosocial
interventions and wider assistance with
housing, benefits and employment

Referrals can be made through the
Gateway or by contacting the service
directly using the information
contained in the link above

Referrals should be made by
contacting the service directly, using
the contact information in the link
above

Referrals can be made through the
Gateway

NHS - NTW Drug and Alcohol
Service – Addictions Service
(Plummer Court)

A joint community based service in
Newcastle providing assessment and
treatment for residents with drug and
alcohol related problems.
If any prescriptions or clinical treatment is
required the resident will need to engage
with Plummer Court

Referrals can be made through a GP or
directly to the service. Enquiries about
access to these services should be made
directly through the details on the
attached link

Newcastle PROPS (Positive Response to Overcoming Problems of Substance misuse)
Provide support for parents, family members (including children) and partners of alcohol and drug misusers. The services PROPS
provide include one to one support, counselling, drug awareness training, peer support, support groups and a confidential out of
hours helpline.

Back to start
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Through Plummer Court the resident may
be referred to the Newcastle City Council
Drug and Alcohol Social Work Team for
additional support
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'At risk’ due to unmet support needs
Mental health

Mental health floating support
(including transitional support)

This Newcastle city Council service provides
citywide support for people aged 18 years old
and over who have mental health problems,
and require our help to sustain independent
living in the community
The service can help:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to maintain a safe and secure living
environment;
establish and maintain independent
living;
develop support networks and skills to
prevent homelessness;
improve your health and wellbeing;
reduce hospital admissions;
maintain stability of lifestyle;
to be emotionally supported and
to reduce carer stress.

The service provides housing and
homelessness advice to help residents to
resolve their housing problems. The service
provides budgeting advice and help people
negotiate repayments for priority debts and
some non-priority debts

Referrals to this service should be made
through Gateway

Back to start
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Mental Health Pathways
Workers (YHN Support and
Progression Team)

The Pathways workers within the YHN
Support and Progression Team can help
residents who have enduring mental health
issues who may be currently in hospital or
who need some housing support whilst living
in a tenancy.
For those who are leaving hospital the
Pathways workers will support residents
across different tenures. For more information
on the pathway out of mental health hospital
into suitable and sustainable accommodation
please see ‘leaving hospital (mental health)
For those who may need some housing
support whilst living in a tenancy, The
Pathways workers can only offer support to
YHN tenants

Enquiries about access to these services
should be made directly through the details on
the above link

Newcastle Homeless Mental
Health service (Homeless
Community Practitioner Nurse
(CPN))

Community Mental Health
Teams (CHMT)

Northumberland Tyne & Wear NHS
Foundation Trust run two Community Mental
Health Teams (CHMTs) in Newcastle:
Newcastle Homeless Service provides an
assessment and treatment service for people
who are homeless or who are living in
insecure accommodation and who are
experiencing difficulties with their mental
health
The service is for men and women over the
age of 18 years old who are homeless or
living in insecure accommodation who require
a period of assessment and treatment. In
some circumstances someone aged 16 to 18
years old may be offered an assessment then
referred to an appropriate service

Referrals are primarily made through a GP or
other mental health professional. Enquiries
about access to these services should be
made directly through the details on the
above link

•

•

Newcastle West Community Treatment
Team provides support to residents in
the west of the city
Newcastle North and East Community
Treatment Team provides support to
residents of the north and east of the
city

The Community Treatment Teams provide a
service for men and women over the age of
18 years old who require a period of
assessment and treatment. It provides five
planned assessment clinics per week and a
treatment service for people who are
experiencing complex mental health
difficulties. The team is made up of a number
of health care professionals

Referrals are primarily made through a GP or
other mental health professional. Enquiries
about access to these services should be
made directly through the details on the
attached link
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‘Threatened’ with homelessness
They are likely to be homeless in the next two months

What is the main issue which has led the resident to be threatened with homelessness?

Threatened with
eviction from rented,
leased or owned
accommodation

Private rented

Owner occupied

Your Homes Newcastle

Registered social
landlord
Supported
accommodation

Back to start
of document

Relationship
problems

Relationship breakdown
(no indication of
domestic violence)

Threat of violence or
harassment

Domestic abuse

Leaving an
institution

Leaving a prison

(this should be treated as
a crisis response)
Leaving a hospital
(general needs)

Friends or family have
asked the resident to
leave

Violence or harassment
in the community

Leaving a hospital
(mental health)
Leaving the care of the
local authority
Leaving National
Asylum Support Service
(NASS) accommodation

Back to start
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Threatened with eviction from rented, leased or owned accommodation

What is the resident’s current housing situation?

Your Homes Newcastle
Registered Social
(general needs)
Landlords and housing
associations

Back to start
of document

Private rented sector

Supported
accommodation

Owner occupier
(mortgage)
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Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing
Rent arrears – post court stage

Absolute
Possession Order
is granted by the
court

Suspended
Possession Order
is granted by the
court or adjourned
on terms

YHN Income Recovery Manager
notifies the Active Inclusion Unit of
the outcome of the court hearing
who make a referral to appropriate
support

•

if there are no dependant children in the
household - A referral is made to the Housing
Advice Centre

Resident attends HAC

•

If there are dependant children in the household
– A referral is made to Cherry Tree View
Preventative Outreach

Resident engages with
CTV

Resident abides by
court order and begins
paying rent

Resident defaults on
court order
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AINU send a second letter to the resident offering
support around their threat of eviction

Resident does not engage with
HAC, CTV, or YHN and rent
arrears continue to rise

YHN Income
Recovery Manager
arranges a final
meeting with the
resident

Resident begins
paying rent

Resident
continues to
default on court
order

The resident’s case proceeds
to ‘Eviction Stage’

Back to start
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Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing
Resident engages with Cherry Tree View preventative outreach

If the household are fleeing violence HSO completes a MARAC/DASH-RIC checklist
If risk is identified the household are referred to the appropriate form of safeguarding following the agreed process

The HSO will liaise with the
resident’s current support
provision to inform
assessment

CTV Housing
Support Officer
(HSO) will
complete an initial
assessment
with
3
the household
within 1 week of the
referral
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CTV response based on
cause of rent arrears and
needs of household.

If there are no
dependant
children in the
household

If there are
dependant
children in the
household

HSO will complete a full
assessment with the
household

The full
assessment will
highlight
causes of rent
arrears

See here for the initial
actions CTV would take to
help a resident keep their
current accommodation

The household refuse the
offer of an Early Help Plan
The household are
offered an Early Help
Plan

If household accept the
offer of an Early Help Plan
assessment and support is
coordinated through this
plan

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – actions for now (to keep current accommodation)

Possible initial actions to prevent eviction

Negotiate with
relevant YHN
Income
Recovery
Officer to
pause eviction
process

If feasible,
support the
resident to set
up an
affordable
payment plan
to pay off rent
arrears

If resident is on Universal
Credit – explore
opportunity to set up
Alternative Payment
Arrangements (APAs),
paying housing element
directly to the landlord

If initial actions are successful in pausing eviction process

See possible actions to stabilise the
resident in the longer term

Back to start
of document

Apply to the Crisis
Support Scheme to
alleviate financial
issues in the short
term, allowing rent
payments to be
made

Use CTV
emergency
fund to cover
daily costs in
the short
term, if rent
payments

Apply for a
Discretionary
Housing
Payment to help
pay rent arrears
in the short to
medium term

Apply to the
Supporting
Independence
Scheme to
replace a
furniture pack
or hire
purchase

If initial actions are unsuccessful in pausing eviction process –
rent arrears continue to rise

See the section on finding suitable and
sustainable housing

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – actions to stabilise the resident in the longer term

CTV may carry out a number of possible actions to stabilise the resident in the longer term depending on their needs

•

An Income

Financial Inclusion

Assessing entitlement to
welfare benefits

Support with budgeting and
income management

Making new claims and
reporting changes in
circumstances around:
Child Benefit, Personal
Independence Payment,
Universal Credit, Housing
Benefit

If a more complex benefits issue
is identified then a referral can be
made to specialist welfare rights
advice services (such as
Newcastle City Council’s Welfare
Rights Service)

Back to start
of document

Employment, Education,
and Training

•
•
•
•

Getting the best deal on
utilities
Shopping and cooking on a
budget
Paying bills

•

•

Support to access
employment services
Support with childcare
arrangements, school
admissions, and free
nursery places
Support to access
school/college including
ESOL classes

Health and Wellbeing

•
•

•

•

GP registration
Ensuring access to
medication and providing
support to access pharmacies
Referral to the local
Community Mental Health
Team (CMHT)
Referral to Homeless
Community Practitioner Nurse
(CPN) service

If issues related to debt are
identified then a referral can be
made to specialist debt advice
(such as Newcastle City
Council’s Debt Advice Service)

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing
Resident attends the Housing Advice Centre

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre (HAC)

HPO on triage duty will refer the
resident for an Inclusion Plan and
Assessment

The resident falls
into rent arrears or
fears that they will
soon fall into arrears

A Homelessness Prevention Officer
(HPO) carries out an assessment to
identify:

•
•
•

The underlying causes of the
resident’s rent arrears
The housing needs of the
household
The support needs of the
household

The Money Matters
Debt Advisor will
explore a range of
options with the
resident to address
their rent arrears and
prevent eviction

This is likely to include an
attempt to suspend any
possession order that
may have been granted

If initial actions are
unsuccessful or
insufficient to pause the
eviction process for any
reason

A HPO will help the
resident find suitable
and sustainable
accommodation

If initial actions are
successful in pausing
eviction process

The Money Matters Debt
Advisor will refer back to
support to help stabilise
the resident in the
longer term

The HPO develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to help
prevent homelessness and address
the households housing and support
needs

Back to start
of document

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Housing Advice Centre – actions to keep current housing

Longer term actions to keep current housing

Actions for now to keep current housing
Apply for a
Discretionary Housing
Payment to help pay
rent arrears in the short
to medium term

Apply to the Crisis
Support Scheme to
alleviate financial issues
in the short term, allowing
rent payments to be
made

Maximising Income

•

If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is NOT in receipt
of all the benefits their household are entitled to:
Refer to Newcastle City Council’s Welfare Rights Service

Budgeting
The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries
out a financial
assessment with the
resident to determine
possible actions to
prevent homelessness

If resident is on
Universal Credit –
explore opportunity to
set up Alternative
Payment Arrangements
(APAs), paying housing
element directly to the
landlord

Set up direct deductions
from benefits for arrears
but this is usually at 20%
under UC although argue
the minimum rate of 10%
on hardship grounds

•

Managing and prioritising debts
•

Apply to the
Supporting
Independence Scheme
to replace a furniture
pack or hire purchase

Back to start
of document

Offer budgeting support to manage income and
expenditure. If feasible, support the resident to set up an
affordable payment plan to pay off rent arrears

•
•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent payments
(Referral for an Individual Voluntary Arrangement /
Administration Order)
If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may
apply to write off the debts
Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts if the
resident is unable to pay. The DRO Fund can be used to
pay the administration fee for the Debt Relief Order

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing
Rent arrears – eviction stage

YHN Income Manager sends a
copy of the arrears case review
to AINU

YHN Income
Recovery Manager
fills in an arrears
case review and
sends this to the
YHN Income
Manager

YHN Income
Manager
authorises the
eviction

AINU send a third
letter to the
resident offering
support around
their threat of
eviction

YHN Income
Manager does
not authorise
the eviction
•

•

Resident does not
engage with HAC,
CTV, or YHN and
rent arrears continue
to rise

CTV Preventative Outreach seek to
establish contact If there are
dependant children in the household
The resident is invited to attend HAC if
there are no dependant children in
the household

Resident attends
HAC

Back to start
of document

Resident applies to
suspend warrant
The eviction date
is set

The eviction takes
place. The resident is
advised to attend the
Housing Advice
Centre

•

YHN ‘court team’ inform AINU of the
impending eviction

•

If there are dependant children in the
household then the YHN ‘court team’ also
inform Social Care Direct

Resident engages
with CTV

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing
Resident engages with Cherry Tree View preventative outreach

If the household are fleeing violence. HSO completes a MARAC/DASH-RIC checklist
If risk is identified the household are referred to the appropriate form of safeguarding following the agreed process

The HSO will liaise with the
resident’s current support
provision to inform
assessment

CTV Housing
Support Officer
(HSO) will
complete an initial
assessment with
the household
within 1 week of
the referral

Back to start
of document

If there are no
dependant
children in the
household

If there are
dependant
children in the
household

HSO will complete a full
assessment with the
household

The full
assessment will
highlight
causes of rent
arrears

CTV response based on
cause of rent arrears and
needs of household.
See here for the initial
actions CTV would take to
help a resident keep their
current accommodation

The household refuse the
offer of an Early Help Plan
The household are
offered an Early Help
Plan

If household accept the
offer of an Early Help Plan
assessment and support is
coordinated through this
plan

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – actions for now (keep current housing)

Possible initial actions to keep current housing
Negotiate
with relevant
YHN Income
Recovery
Officer to
pause
eviction
process

If feasible,
support the
resident to
set up an
affordable
payment plan
to pay off rent
arrears

If resident is on
Universal Credit –
explore opportunity to
set up Alternative
Payment Arrangements
(APAs), paying housing
element directly to the
landlord

If initial actions are successful in pausing eviction process

See possible actions to stabilise the resident
in the longer term

Back to start
of document

Apply to the Crisis
Support Scheme
to alleviate
financial issues in
the short term,
allowing rent
payments to be
made

Use CTV
emergency
fund to
cover daily
costs in the
short term, if
rent
payments

Apply for a
Discretionary
Housing
Payment to
help pay rent
arrears in the
short to
medium term

Apply to the
Supporting
Independenc
e Scheme to
replace a
furniture pack
or hire
purchase

If initial actions are unsuccessful in pausing eviction
process – rent arrears continue to rise

See the section on finding suitable and
sustainable housing

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Cherry Tree View preventative outreach – actions to stabilise the resident in the longer term

CTV may carry out a number of possible actions to stabilise the resident in the longer term depending on their needs

•

An Income

Financial Inclusion

Assessing entitlement to
welfare benefits

Support with budgeting and
income management

Making new claims and
reporting changes in
circumstances around:
Child Benefit, Personal
Independence Payment,
Universal Credit, Housing
Benefit

If a more complex benefits issue
is identified then a referral can be
made to specialist welfare rights
advice services (such as
Newcastle City Council’s Welfare
Rights Service)

Back to start
of document

Employment, Education,
and Training

•
•
•
•

Getting the best deal on
utilities
Shopping and cooking on a
budget
Paying bills

•

•

Support to access
employment services
Support with childcare
arrangements, school
admissions, and free
nursery places
Support to access
school/college including
ESOL classes

Health and Wellbeing

•
•

•

•

GP registration
Ensuring access to
medication and providing
support to access pharmacies
Referral to the local
Community Mental Health
Team (CMHT)
Referral to Homeless
Community Practitioner Nurse
(CPN) service

If issues related to debt are
identified then a referral can be
made to specialist debt advice
(such as Newcastle City
Council’s Debt Advice Service)

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing
Resident attends the Housing Advice Centre

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre
(HAC)
HPO on triage duty will refer
the resident for an Inclusion
Plan and Assessment

The resident
falls into
mortgage
arrears or fears
that they will
soon fall into
arrears

A Homelessness
Prevention Officer (HPO)
carries out an
assessment to identify:
•

•
•

The underlying
causes of the
resident’s rent arrears
The housing needs of
the household
The support needs of
the household

The Money Matters
Debt Advisor will
explore a range of
options with the
resident to address
their rent arrears and
prevent eviction

This is likely to include an
attempt to suspend any
possession order that
may have been granted

If initial actions are
unsuccessful or
insufficient to
pause the eviction
process for any
reason

If initial actions are
successful in
pausing eviction
process

A HPO will help the
resident find
suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

If there is not time to
find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
The HPO will identify
suitable interim
accommodation

The Money Matters
advisor will refer back
to support to help
stabilise the
resident in the
longer term

The HPO develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to help
prevent homelessness and
address the households
housing and support needs

Back to start
of document

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from YHN ‘general needs’ housing – rent arrears
Housing Advice Centre – actions to help the resident keep current housing

Longer term actions to keep current housing

Actions for now to keep current housing

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries out
a financial assessment
with the resident to
determine possible
actions to prevent
homelessness

Apply for a
Discretionary
Housing Payment to
help pay rent arrears
in the short to
medium term

Apply to the Crisis
Support Scheme to
alleviate financial
issues in the short
term, allowing rent
payments to be made

If resident is on
Universal Credit –
explore opportunity
to set up Alternative
Payment
Arrangements
(APAs), paying
housing element
directly to the
landlord

Set up direct
deductions from
benefits for arrears
but this is usually at
20% under UC
although argue
the minimum rate of
10% on hardship
grounds

Complete relevant
paperwork for
resident's defence in
court

Back to start
of document

Maximising income
•

Budgeting
•

Offer budgeting support to manage income and
expenditure. If feasible, support the resident to set
up an affordable payment plan to pay off rent
arrears
Managing and prioritising debts

•
Apply to the
Supporting
Independence
Scheme to replace a
furniture pack or hire
purchase

If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is NOT in
receipt of all the benefits their household are entitled
to:
Refer to Newcastle City Council’s Welfare Rights
Service

•
•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent
payments (Referral for an Individual Voluntary
Arrangement / Administration Order/)
If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor
may apply to write off the debts
Apply for a Debt Relief Order or bankruptcy to write
off debts if the resident is unable to pay. The DRO
fund can be used to pay the administration fee for
the Debt Relief Order

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from private rented accommodation

What type of tenancy does the resident have?

Assured Shorthold Tenancy

Assured Tenancy

Most private tenants are given assured shorthold
tenancies, usually for 6 or 12 months. Your deposit
must be protected and you must be given at least 2
months’ notice to leave.

Regulated Tenancy

Private tenants with an assured tenancy have long-term You may be a regulated tenant if your private tenancy
tenancy rights. Most assured tenants moved into their
began before 15 January 1989.
home between 1989 and 1997.
An overview of Assured Tenancies can be found here.

An overview of Assured Shorthold Tenancies can be
found here.

An overview of Regulated Tenancies can be found
here.

(If you are unsure Shelter offer an online tenancy checker.)

Back to start
of document

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from private rented accommodation
Assured Shorthold Tenancies
Checking the validity of the notice
Key resources for checking validity of section 21 notice:
• Section 21 Validity Checklist (also see Shelter Guidance on a Valid Section 21 Notice)
• Whether the property is in a Selective licensing area (Byker, Greater High Cross)

If the landlord is found to have served an invalid notice or an illegal eviction is
taking place a referral should be made to Newcastle City Council’s Private
Rented Service

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre (HAC)
HPO on triage duty will refer the
resident for an Inclusion Plan
and Assessment

If notice is deemed invalid,
the HPO will contact the
landlord to notify them of this

A Section 21
Notice has
been served
to the tenant

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer (HPO) carries out an
assessment to identify:
•
•

The underlying causes of the
resident’s homelessness
The housing needs of the
household
The support needs of the
household

•

If the resident does not wish to challenge
the notice.

The HPO:
•

contacts landlord to establish
reason for threat of eviction

•

checks the validity of the
Section 21 notice

If the resident wishes to legally challenge
the validity of the notice, then the HPO will
also refer the resident for legal support

The HPO will support the resident to
find suitable and sustainable
accommodation in order to prevent
homelessness
If notice is valid HPO
explores negotiation
options with landlord

The HPO develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to help
prevent homelessness and
address the households
housing and support needs

Back to start
of document

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from private rented accommodation
Assured Shorthold Tenancies
Negotiating with the landlord

Landlord
agrees to allow
tenant to
remain in
property
HPO negotiates with
landlord for tenant to
remain in property with
support to address the
underlying issues that
have caused the threat
of eviction

Landlord
refuses to allow
tenant to remain
in property

If the primary reason
for the threat of eviction
is rent arrears

HPO refers tenant to
Money Matters for
support to address
arrears

If the primary reason
for the threat of eviction
is disrepair or antisocial behaviour

HPO signposts the
resident to Shelter for
legal advice and
support

The HPO negotiates with
landlord for tenant to
remain for period until
alternative
accommodation can be
sourced

Landlord agrees to
allow tenant to
remain in property for
a period of time

Landlord refuses to
allow tenant to remain
in property for a
period of time

Homelessness is
prevented by sourcing
suitable and sustainable
accommodation

HPO seeks to prevent
homelessness by
helping resident find
suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

Homelessness is not
prevented and
homelessness relief
work begins

Back to start
of document

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from private rented accommodation
Support to address rent arrears – actions to help keep current housing

The HPO refers
the resident to
Money Matters
for support to
address arrears

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries
out a financial
assessment with the
resident to determine
possible actions to
prevent
homelessness

Short term actions to help address rent arrears

Longer term actions to help address rent arrears

If feasible, support the resident to set up an affordable
payment plan to pay off rent arrears

Maximising income
•

If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is NOT in receipt of
all the benefits their household are entitled to:
Refer to Newcastle City Council’s Welfare Rights Service

If resident is on Universal Credit – explore opportunity to set
up Alternative Payment Arrangements (APAs), paying
housing element directly to the landlord

Budgeting
•
Set up direct deductions from benefits for arrears but this is
can be up to 20% under UC although argue
the minimum rate of 10% on hardship grounds

Offer budgeting support to manage income and
expenditure. If feasible, support the resident to set up an
affordable payment plan to pay off rent arrears

Managing and prioritising debts
Apply to the Crisis Support Scheme to alleviate financial
issues in the short term, allowing rent payments to be made

Apply for a Discretionary Housing Payment to help pay rent
arrears in the short to medium term

Apply to the Supporting Independence Scheme to replace a
furniture pack or hire purchase

Back to start
of document

•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent payments
(Referral for an Individual Voluntary Arrangement /
Administration Order)

•

If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may
apply to write off the debts

•

Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts if the
resident is unable to pay. The DRO Fund can be used to
pay the administration fee for the Debt Relief Order

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from Registered Social Landlords (RSL)
Identifying the threat of homelessness and negotiating with the landlord

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre (HAC)
HPO on triage duty will refer the
resident for an Inclusion Plan
and Assessment

The resident has
been notified that
the landlord are
seeking a
possession order
for the property

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer (HPO) carries out an
assessment to identify:
•
•
•

The underlying causes of the
resident’s homelessness
The housing needs of the
household
The support needs of the
household

The HPO develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to help
prevent homelessness and
address the households
housing and support needs

Back to start
of document

Landlord
agrees to allow
tenant to
remain in
property

The HPO will
contacts
landlord to
establish reason
for the threat of
eviction

If the primary reason
for the threat of eviction
is rent arrears

HPO refers tenant to
Money Matters for
support to address
arrears

If the primary reason
for the threat of eviction
is disrepair or antisocial behaviour

HPO signposts the
resident to Shelter for
legal advice and
support

HPO negotiates
with landlord for
tenant to remain in
property with
support to address
the underlying
issues that have
caused the threat
of eviction

Landlord
refuses to allow
tenant to remain
in property

HPO seeks to prevent
homelessness by
helping resident find
new suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

Homelessness is
prevented by sourcing
suitable and sustainable
accommodation

Homelessness is not
prevented and
homelessness relief
work begins

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from Registered Social Landlords (RSL)
Actions to address rent arrears

The ‘Money Matters’ Debt Advisor will also identify whether the landlord has followed the ‘pre action’ protocol has been followed before the landlord has sought a
possession order. If they suspect this is not the case, they will signpost the tenant for legal advice

The HPO refers
the resident to
Money Matters
for support to
address arrears

The ‘Money Matters’
Debt Advisor carries
out a financial
assessment with the
resident to determine
possible actions to
prevent
homelessness

Short term actions to help address rent arrears

Longer term actions to help address rent arrears

If feasible, support the resident to set up an affordable
payment plan to pay off rent arrears

Maximising income
•

If the Debt Advisor believes the resident is NOT in receipt of
all the benefits their household are entitled to:
Refer to Newcastle City Council’s Welfare Rights Service

If resident is on Universal Credit – explore opportunity to set
up Alternative Payment Arrangements (APAs), paying
housing element directly to the landlord

Budgeting
•
Set up direct deductions from benefits for arrears but this is
can be up to 20% under UC although argue
the minimum rate of 10% on hardship grounds

Offer budgeting support to manage income and
expenditure. If feasible, support the resident to set up an
affordable payment plan to pay off rent arrears

Managing and prioritising debts
Apply to the Crisis Support Scheme to alleviate financial
issues in the short term, allowing rent payments to be made

Apply for a Discretionary Housing Payment to help pay rent
arrears in the short to medium term

Apply to the Supporting Independence Scheme to replace a
furniture pack or hire purchase

Back to start
of document

•

Reschedule other debts to free up money for rent payments
(Referral for an Individual Voluntary Arrangement /
Administration Order)

•

If the resident has mental health issues, the advisor may
apply to write off the debts

•

Apply for a Debt Relief Order to write off debts if the
resident is unable to pay. The DRO Fund can be used to
pay the administration fee for the Debt Relief Order

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from owner occupied housing (mortgaged)
Repossession proceedings (1)

An overview of repossession proceedings can be found here.

The lender begins
repossession
proceedings (The
lender should write to
the resident to notify
them that they are
applying for a court
order)

The Housing Possession
Court Duty Scheme
(HPCDS) provides legal
support to residents on
the day of their court
proceedings – see here
for the providers of this
support in Newcastle
The resident
should receive
notification from
the court of the
date for their
possession
proceedings

The legal support will review whether the
lender is acting responsibly, within the law:
•

•
•
If the resident claims
benefits or has a low
income:
They may be entitled to
legal aid

•

Is the lender following the Financial
Conduct Authority Mortgage and Home
Finance: Conduct of Business (MCOB)
rules?
Is the lender following the Mortgage Preaction Protocol?
Check any grounds to make a complaint
with escalation to Financial Ombudsman
Service (FOS) if necessary
If a regulated secured loan was taken out
before 21 March 2016, are there grounds
for bringing an unfair relationship claim?

This review will
inform the
resident’s
defence during
possession
proceedings

Money Matters would
most commonly refer to
Shelter

Back to start
of document

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from owner occupied housing (mortgaged)
Repossession proceedings (2)

The case is dismissed

A judge could make of
decisions at a
possession hearing
See here for a more
detail on the possible
outcomes of a
possession hearing

The case is adjourned to allow the
resident and lender to take further
steps before the case comes back to
court

A suspended possession order is
made according to certain conditions

Repossession is granted
A date is set for when you need to
leave the property. This is usually in
28 days but the judge could allow
you up to 56 days.– see eviction
from owner occupied housing
(mortgaged)

Back to start
of document

The Housing Possession Court Duty
Scheme should refer the resident to
the Housing Advice Centre (HAC) for
further support around preventing
homelessness
Further support can be provided by
HPO and/or Money Matters to help the
resident:
•

meet the conditions of a suspended
possession order

•

manage their finances

•

find suitable and sustainable
accommodation

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from supported accommodation
Breaching terms of occupancy

This process is explained in more detail in Preventing evictions from supported housing in Newcastle: A protocol for Supported Housing Providers
All supported housing providers should have a policy that sets out procedures for identifying and supporting residents ‘at risk’ of eviction. If the accommodation is
commissioned by the council, a Commissioning and Procurement Officer should have reviewed these policies and procedures to ensure that they are fit for purpose

The keyworker should:
The resident has engaged in
‘unacceptable behaviour’.
Examples could include:
•
•
•

Non-payment of rent
Not engaging with support plan
Disruptive (non-violent)
behaviour

The resident breaches
the terms of
occupancy, as set out
by the supported
housing provider

Establish contact with the resident and seek to address
the issue

•

Seek approval internally from a senior manager to issue
a notice / warning of eviction

•

Notify the Lead Practitioner at the Housing Advice
Centre (HAC)

Support provided fails to
address the issue and
prevent eviction

The Lead Practitioner at HAC will explore the possibility of
‘spot purchasing’ additional resources in order to keep a
resident in their supported housing placement

The resident has engaged in
violence or has issued a threat of
violence that is serious enough to
warrant police intervention

Back to start
of document

•

Support provided is
successful in addressing
the issue and preventing
eviction

Homelessness is not
prevented and
homelessness relief
work begins

Back to start
of section

Threat of eviction from supported housing
Imminent threat of eviction

This process is explained in more detail in Preventing evictions from supported housing in Newcastle: A protocol for Supported Housing Providers

The keyworker should update Gateway to indicate the
outcome, including move-on destination

The keyworker
can secure
alternative
accommodation
for the resident
The supported
housing provider
has failed to
prevent eviction
through:
•
•

Warnings
Offers of
support

The provider issues a
notice of eviction with
an expected end date
or date of review
If the resident is aged
under 18, YHN Young
People’s Service
should be notified and
a ‘Team Around the
Child’’meeting is held

The resident’s
keyworker should
make a referral to
alternative
accommodation
before the
resident is evicted

The provider informs
Lead Practitioner at the
Housing Advice Centre
so that they can:
•

The keyworker
cannot secure
alternative
accommodation
for the resident

Back to start
of document

•

Directly negotiate
access to alternative
accommodation with
other providers
Explore the
possibility of ‘spot
purchasing’
additional resources
in order to keep a
resident in their
supported housing
placement

The Lead
Practitioner is
able to source
alternative
accommodation

The Lead
Practitioner is
unable to
source
alternative
accommodation

Homelessness
is not
prevented and
homelessness
relief work
begins

Back to start
of section

Leaving an institution

What type of institution is the resident leaving?

Leaving prison

Back to start
of document

Leaving hospital
(general needs)

Leaving hospital
(mental health)

Leaving the care of the
local authority

Leaving National Asylum
Support Service (NASS)

Back to start
of section

Leaving an institution
Leaving the care of the local authority

You are defined as leaving care if you have been looked after by a local authority for at least 13 weeks since the age of 14 years old and you left care on or after your
16th birthday. The 13 weeks do not have to be continual (but short-term, pre-planned placements in care may not count towards the 13 weeks).
This can refer to either a family placement or a residential unit.

The type of support available to a resident who was formerly in the care of the local authority depends on their age. Please select the age range that applies:

16 to 18 years old

18 to 25 years old

More detailed advice on local authorities’ duties to those leaving their care is available through the National Homelessness Advice Service, here.
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Leaving the care of the local authority
Aged 16 to 18 years old (a ‘threat of homelessness’ emerges)

The resident may attend the Housing Advice Centre
(HAC) to seek assistance
If they do, a designated worker from the YHN Young
People’s Service will interview the resident and liaise
with their ‘Leaving Care Support’ team advisor

Ongoing support should be provided by
the Leaving Care Support Team
A resident who has
previously been in
the care of the local
authority and is aged
under 18 years old is
threatened with
homelessness for
any reason

The resident’s pathways plan and
adviser should identify risk of
homelessness and ensure appropriate
support is in place to stabilise the
resident (see here for more detail). If a
threat does emerge, they should
provide support depending on the
reason why the resident has become
‘threatened with homelessness’
The YHN Young People’s Service can
provide support depending on the
reason why the resident has become
‘threatened with homelessness’

Guidance around the general
steps that can be taken to prevent
homelessness depends on:
•
•

Tenure
The reason why the resident is
threatened with homelessness

General guidance can be found in
other areas of this document

Back to start
of document

If the response does not prevent the
resident from becoming homeless, either by
helping the resident to keep their
accommodation or by finding new
accommodation:
The local authority has a duty to
accommodate the household under
The Children Act 1989
This act takes precedent over any
provisions set out in homelessness
legislation for this group. More guidance
can be found here

Back to start
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Leaving the care of the local authority
Aged 18 to 25 years old (a ‘threat of homelessness’ emerges)

!

If pre-crisis prevention work fails to alleviate the threat of homelessness and they become homeless:
If the resident is aged 18 to 21 years old and spent at least one night in care when they were 16 or 17 years old, they are automatically classed as being in
‘priority need’ until their 21st birthday. They may also be in priority need after their 21st birthday if they are vulnerable as a result of being in care. More
detailed guidance on priority need categories can be found here

The resident may attend the Housing
Advice Centre (HAC) to seek assistance
A Homelessness Prevention Officer on triage
duty will refer the resident for an Inclusion Plan
and Assessment

Ongoing support should be provided by
the Leaving Care Support Team
A resident who has
previously been in the
care of the local
authority and is aged
between 18 to 25 years
old is threatened with
homelessness for any
reason

The resident’s pathways plan and
adviser should identify risk of
homelessness and ensure appropriate
support is in place to stabilise the
resident (see here for more detail). If a
threat does emerge, they should
provide support depending on the
reason why the resident has become
‘threatened with homelessness’
The YHN Young People’s Service can
provide support depending on the
reason why the resident has become
‘threatened with homelessness’

Back to start
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A Homelessness Prevention Officer carries out
an assessment to identify:
•
A Homelessness
Prevention Officer will
liaise with the Leaving
Care Support Team and
other relevant support to
prevent the resident from
becoming homeless

•
•

The underlying causes of the resident’s
homelessness
The housing needs of the household
The support needs of the household

The Homelessness Prevention Officer
develops an Inclusion Plan with the resident to
help prevent homelessness and address the
household’s housing and support needs
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Leaving an institution
Leaving National Asylum Support Scheme (NASS) accommodation

A letter is sent by the Home Office
to the:

A decision is made by
the Home Office
regarding the
resident’s application
for asylum

•

resident notifying them of the
result of their asylum claim and
that their asylum support will
soon end

•

accommodation provider
notifying them that the
resident’s asylum support will
soon end

The resident is granted asylum or some other
form of ‘leave to remain’
The accommodation provider issues the resident
with a ‘notice to quit’
The resident has up to 28 days to leave the
accommodation

The resident’s asylum claim has been
refused
The accommodation provider issues the resident
with a ‘notice to quit’
The resident has up to 21 days to leave the
accommodation

Back to start
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Leaving National Asylum Support Scheme (NASS) accommodation
The resident is granted asylum or some other form of ‘leave to remain’

The resident is supported
to find new suitable and
sustainable
accommodation before
their ‘notice to quit’ expires

The accommodation
provider should issue the
resident with a ‘notice to
quit’
The resident has 28 days
to leave the
accommodation
The resident is
granted asylum
or some other
form of ‘leave to
remain’

The resident can contact the
Housing Advice Centre,
YHN or a third sector
organisation on receiving
notification that their asylum
support has ended

The accommodation
provider should notify
the YHN Refugee
Move-On team of the
impending eviction
within two days of
being notified by the
Home Office

The YHN Refugee Move-On
team will contact the resident
directly and offer support to:
•

•

Homelessness is
not prevented
and
homelessness
relief work
begins

Register on Tyne and
Wear Homes and bid for
properties (the team will
also arrange ‘Band B’
priority when bidding)
Apply for the benefits they
are entitled to
The resident is unable to
access suitable and
sustainable
accommodation before
their notice to quit expires
for any reason

The resident may move to
another local authority area

Support begins to
‘settle and
stabilise’ the
resident

The resident will
be placed in
temporary
accommodation
until suitable and
sustainable
accommodation is
sourced

A resident may be referred back to Newcastle by another local
authority or may return to Newcastle of their own accord
If the resident returns to Newcastle from other local authority area
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Leaving National Asylum Support Scheme (NASS) accommodation
The resident’s asylum claim has been refused

If the resident’s claim is refused, but there is a barrier to returning home, they may be able to apply for financial support under Section 4 Asylum Support

The resident
agrees to return
to their country
of origin

The resident’s
asylum claim
has been
refused

The resident may be eligible for assistance
to return to their country of origin under the
Voluntary Assisted Return programme

The resident is able
to return home
without financial
support

The accommodation provider
should issue the resident with
a ‘notice to quit’
The resident has 21 days to
leave the accommodation

The resident
remains in
Newcastle as a
destitute failed
asylum seeker

Back to start
of document

The resident is not
able to return
home without
financial support

A referral should be made
to Newcastle City Council
Adult Social Care if they
meet the threshold for
referral due to vulnerability
caused by having nil income

There are five local charities that provide dedicated
support to destitute asylum seekers:
•

West End Refugee Service (WERS): Hardship
fund with weekly cash payments of £15, case
work support and food parcels (when available)

•

North of England Refugee Service (NERS):
Case work, advocacy and signposting

•

The Red Cross: Short-term cash support (up to
12 weeks) to pay for essential travel related to
asylum claims

•

Action Foundation: Housing scheme that
provides longer term settled accommodation
and temporary placements

•

Hexham and Newcastle Justice and Peace
Refugee Project: Cash support and food parcels
through a drop-in session
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Leaving an institution
Leaving hospital (general needs)

The patient has
accommodation and it is
reasonable for them to return
to it

A resident is
admitted to the
Royal Victoria
Infirmary (RVI) or
the Freeman
Hospital as an
inpatient

At the point of
admission, staff on
the ward should
check with the
patient whether they
have
accommodation that
it is reasonable for
them to return to

The patient has
accommodation but it is
not reasonable for them to
return to this accommodation

The patient does not have
accommodation to return to

The accommodation
is unsuitable for the
patient to return to as
it requires:
•
•

•
•

adaptations
cleaning

Referral should be
made to the Lead
Practitioner at the
Housing Advice Centre

If the patient does not have a ‘local connection’ to
Newcastle, a referral should be made to the local authority
they do have a connection to

Referral should be made to
YHN Pathways team to:
make referrals for
support and cleaning
help the patient to find
suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

The Lead Practitioner will
carry out an Inclusion Plan to:
•

Arrange interim
accommodation for
discharge where
appropriate

•

Notify Adult Social Care
where appropriate

Patient discharged with
suitable and sustainable
accommodation

Patient discharged
without suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
homelessness relief
work begins

There are weekly contacts between the council’s Active Inclusion Newcastle Unit and the Discharge Nurse Specialist (Newcastle
upon Tyne Hospitals) to agree any housing or homelessness issues which are impacting on discharge
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Leaving an institution
Leaving hospital (mental health)

The patient has
accommodation and it is
reasonable for them to return
to it

A resident is
admitted to a
mental health
hospital

At the point of
admission, staff on
the ward should
check with the
patient whether they
have
accommodation that
it is reasonable for
them to return to

The patient has
accommodation but it is
not reasonable for them to
return to this accommodation

The patient does not have
accommodation to return to

If the patient does not have a
‘local connection’ to Newcastle, a
referral should be made to the
local authority that they do have
a connection to

The accommodation
is unsuitable for the
patient to return to as
it requires:

•

•
•

make referrals for support and
cleaning

•

help patient to find suitable
and sustainable
accommodation

adaptations
cleaning

If the patient has no
care co-ordinator and
there was no fixed
abode on admission,
refer to The Newcastle
Homeless Mental
Health service

Referral should be made to YHN
Pathways team to:

Patient discharged with
suitable and sustainable
accommodation

Patient discharged
without suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
homelessness relief
work begins

The Newcastle Homeless
Mental Health service
assume care co-ordinator
responsibilities and liaison
with YHN Pathways team

If the patient has a care
coordinator they should help the
patient find suitable and
sustainable accommodation

There are weekly contacts between the council’s Active Inclusion Newcastle Unit and Northumberland, Tyne and Wear NHS
Foundation Trust to agree any housing or homelessness issues which are impacting on discharge
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Leaving an institution
Leaving a prison

If a resident expects to go into custody, they should be supported to check whether Housing Benefit / Universal Credit Housing Element can continue
to be claimed for the accommodation they are leaving

Housing advice service in
prison or probation officer
notify the Lead Practitioner
at the Housing Advice
Centre

The resident
goes into
custody either on
remand or a
sentence

Either the housing advice
worker in the prison or the
probation officer help the
prisoner find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation by:

The prisoner selfrefers to the
housing advice
service within the
prison

•
The prisoner
identifies on
induction that they
will have no
accommodation that
is reasonable for
them to occupy on
release

Referral
made to
housing
advice
service within
the prison

•
•

carrying out a Gateway
assessment and making
referrals
completing a Tyne &
Wear Homes application
liaising with friends &
family for short-term
accommodation on
release

Worker fails to find suitable
and sustainable
accommodation before release

Worker finds suitable and
sustainable accommodation
before release

The Lead Practitioner
at the Housing Advice
Centre will liaise with
providers to hold a
bed available for
release date, using
the Higher Discharge
Grant to cover the
cost

If the prisoner is
released with no
suitable and sustainable
accommodation
homelessness relief
work begins

The resident is released with no notice given to the Housing Advice
Centre and presents as homeless on the day of their release or
•
within two weeks
See ‘Crisis’ response
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Threat of harassment and violence

!

If the resident is at immediate risk of violence or abuse or is facing an emergency, phone 999 and ask for the police

What type of harassment and / or violence is the resident experiencing?

Domestic violence or abuse
(living with the perpetrator)

Back to start
of document

Threat of harassment or violence
in the community

Fleeing harassment or violence from
another local authority area

Back to start
of section

Threat of harassment or violence in the community
Navigation page

If a resident presents as threatened with harassment or violence in the community, the support they receive depends on their tenure:

The resident is a YHN tenant

Back to start
of document

The resident lives in another form of tenure
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Threat of harassment or violence in the community
The resident is a YHN tenant

If there is an immediate threat of violence to the resident that means they have to flee their home immediately
see ‘Crisis’ response

The relevant YHN Local
Patch Team can help
the resident to keep
their current housing by:
•

A YHN tenant presents as
threatened with
harassment or violence in
the community but not
from someone who is
living with them

The relevant
YHN Local Patch
Team can
support the
resident

helping the resident
to develop evidence
to substantiate the
claim of harassment
or violence

•
•

advise the resident to
contact the police
for serious cases of
harassment or violence
the YHN Housing, AntiSocial Behaviour and
Enforcement Team
(HASBET) can support
the resident

The relevant YHN Local Patch Team can help
the resident to find new suitable and
sustainable accommodation through:
•
•
•

Back to start
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If there is evidence to
substantiate the claim:

requesting an urgent management move
to another property
seeking to arrange a direct let property in
another property
arranging priority banding on Tyne &
Wear Homes to give the resident priority
when bidding for another property

The relevant YHN
Local Patch Team
and / or Victim
Support can help
to put safety
measures in place
in the property

If the resident is able to
find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
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Threat of harassment or violence in the community
The resident lives in another form of tenure
If there is an immediate threat of violence to the resident that means they have to flee their home immediately
see ‘Crisis’ response

The resident attends the Housing
Advice Centre
The Homelessness Prevention Officer on
triage duty will refer the resident for an
assessment and Inclusion Plan

A resident presents as
threatened with
harassment or
violence in the
community but not
from someone who is
living with them

The Homelessness Prevention Officer
carries out an assessment to identify:
•
•
•

the underlying causes of the resident’s
threat of homelessness
the housing needs of the household
the support needs of the household

The HPO develops an Inclusion Plan with
the resident to help prevent
homelessness and address the
households housing and support needs
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The Homelessness
Prevention Officer can help
the resident to keep their
current housing by:
•

helping to develop
evidence to substantiate
the claim of harassment
or violence

If there is evidence to
substantiate the claim:
•

advise the resident to
contact the police

Victim Support
can help to put
safety
measures in
place in the
property

The Homelessness Prevention Officer
can help the resident to find suitable and
sustainable accommodation
The Homelessness Prevention Officer can
liaise with the YHN Housing Options Team
to arrange priority banding on Tyne & Wear
Homes to give the resident priority when
bidding for another property

Back to start
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Relationship problems
Navigation page

What type of relationship problems are leading the resident to be threatened with homelessness?

Relationship breakdown (no indication of domestic abuse)

Family or friends have asked them to leave

The pathways highlighted in this document specifically relate to a threat of homelessness caused by relationship problems
More information on the support available in Newcastle for residents who are experiencing relationship problems can be found here
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Relationship problems
Relationship breakdown (no indication of domestic abuse)

If there is any indication of domestic abuse, see the domestic violence or abuse section
The resident attends the Housing
Advice Centre
The Homelessness Prevention Officer
on triage duty will refer the resident for
an assessment and Inclusion Plan

Prevention of homelessness
Following the Inclusion Plan the resident may be offered:

A relationship
breakdown
results in a
resident being
threatened
with
homelessness

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer carries out an
assessment to identify:
•

•
•

the legal status of the
resident’s previous
accommodation, e.g. were
they a joint tenant, do they
retain a legal right to remain
in the accommodation?
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer develops an Inclusion Plan
with the resident to help prevent
homelessness and address the
household’s housing and support
needs

Back to start
of document

The resident has a
legal right to
remain in the
property and is
safe to do so

The resident has
no legal right to
remain in the
property

•
•
•

advice and support to find new suitable and sustainable
accommodation
advice on removing themselves from legal obligation on the property
a referral to specialist legal advice

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer will
examine if there is an
opportunity for the resident
to remain in their current
housing in the short-term
while they support the
resident to find new suitable
and sustainable housing

Relate relationship counselling
If established through the assessment and
Inclusion Plan that the resident would
benefit from this

The other party
refuses to allow
the resident to
remain in the
property

Homelessness is not
prevented and
homelessness relief work
begins

The other party
agrees to allow
the resident to
remain in the
property

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer seeks to
prevent homelessness by
helping the resident to find
new suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

Back to start
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Relationship problems
Family or friends have asked them to leave

The resident is aged 16 or
17 years old
Parents, other family or
friends ask the resident
to leave the
accommodation they
are living in

The resident attends
the Housing Advice
Centre

The resident will
receive advice and
support from different
services depending on
their age
The resident is over the
age of 18 years old
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Relationship problems
Family or friends have asked them to leave (aged over 18 years old)

Prevention of homelessness
Relate relationship counselling
If established through the
assessment and Inclusion Plan that
the resident would benefit from the
support of Relate

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer will work with the resident
to complete an assessment and
Inclusion Plan to identify:
•

•
•

the legal status of the
resident’s previous
accommodation, e.g. were
they a joint tenant, do they
retain a legal right to remain
in the accommodation?
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

Back to start
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The
Homelessness
Prevention Officer
develops an
Inclusion Plan with
the resident to
help prevent
homelessness and
address the
household’s
housing and
support needs

Following the Inclusion plan, the resident is
offered:
•

advice and support to find alternative
suitable and sustainable accommodation

•

Advice on removing self from legal
obligation on property

•

Referral to specialist advice

Has legal right to
remain in the
property and it is
safe to do so
Has no legal
right to remain in
the property

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer will examine if there is an
opportunity for the resident to
remain in the accommodation in the
short-term while they support them
to find an alternative place to stay

Other party
refuses to allow
the resident to
remain in the
property

Other party agrees
to allow the
resident to remain
in the property

Homelessness is not
prevented and
homelessness relief
work begins

HPO seeks to prevent
homelessness by
helping the resident
find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
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Relationship problems
Family or friends have asked them to leave (aged 16 or 17 years old)

A YHN Young People’s
Service officer will carry out an
assessment to identify:
Resident is
aged 16 or 17
years old

•

•
•

whether the resident can
safely return to the
accommodation
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

The family or friends agree
to allow the resident to
remain in the property
indefinitely and it is safe for
them to do so

The family or friends agree
to allow the resident to
remain in the property for a
short period and it is safe
for them to do so

The family or friends refuse
to allow the resident to
remain in the property or it
is not safe for them to do
so

The Young People’s Service
officer will continue to support
the resident

The Young People’s Service
officer will support the
resident to find suitable and
sustainable accommodation

Homelessness is not
prevented and homelessness
relief work begins
A referral should be made to
Children’s Social Care
CSC and YHN should work to
thier joint protocol
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‘Homeless’
They are already homeless

What has caused the resident to become homeless?

Evicted from rented,
leased or owned
housing

Forced to leave by
partner, family or
friends (non-violent)

Fleeing violence
or harassment

Left an institution
with no available
accommodation

Forced to leave
due to an
emergency

YHN tenants may
also be able to move
tenancies quickly
through a
management move

See here for households who are already in some form of interim accommodation
(including short term relief accommodation, women’s refuges, and young people’s accommodation)
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‘Homeless’
Fleeing harassment or violence

What form of harassment or violence is the resident experiencing?

Domestic violence or abuse
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Other forms of violence or harassment
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Domestic violence or abuse (living with the perpetrator)
Navigation page

Defining domestic violence or abuse
Domestic abuse is any incident of coercive or threatening behaviour, violence or abuse (psychological, physical, sexual, financial or emotional) between those aged
16 years old or over who are, or who have been, intimate partners or family members, regardless of gender or sexuality.
Controlling behaviour is a range of acts designed to make a person subordinate and / or dependent by isolating them from sources of support exploiting their
resources and capacities for personal gain, depriving them of the means needed for independence, resistance and escape and regulating their everyday behaviour.
Coercive behaviour is: an act or a pattern of acts of assault, threats, humiliation and intimidation or other abuse that is used to harm, punish or frighten their victim.
This includes issues of concern to black and minority ethnic communities, such as so called 'honour based' violence, female genital mutilation and forced marriage.

Does the resident wish to remain in their current accommodation?

The resident wishes to remain in their own home
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The resident does not wish to stay in their own
home

Back to start
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Domestic violence or abuse (living with the perpetrator)
The resident wishes to remain in their own home
Initial actions to help the resident keep their
current accommodation
The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre
The Homelessness Prevention
Officer on triage duty will refer the
resident for an appointment to
make a homeless application on
the same day

Complete a SafeLives Dash risk checklist
If risk is identified, the household are referred to
the appropriate form of safeguarding following an
agreed process

If the resident is a YHN tenant
YHN have a specialist team and
process that can assist the
resident

The resident has
tenure rights
A Homelessness Prevention
Officer carries out an assessment
to identify:
•

Check the resident’s tenure rights
The resident does not
have tenure rights

the underlying causes of the
resident’s homelessness
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

Refer the resident to the Newcastle Integrated
Domestic Violence Service (NIDAS) for support

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to address
the household’s housing and
support needs

Refer to a solicitor for legal advice around getting
an injunction, occupation order for the property
or a non-molestation order

•
•

Back to start
of document

Victim Support can
put additional safety
measures in place
in the resident’s
home after the
perpetrator has left

See here for options to help
the resident find suitable and
sustainable accommodation
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Domestic violence or abuse (living with the perpetrator)
The resident does not wish to stay in their own home

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre
The Homelessness Prevention
Officer on triage duty will refer the
resident for an appointment to
make a homeless application on
the same day

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer carries out an assessment
to identify:
•
•
•

the underlying causes of the
resident’s homelessness
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to address
the household’s housing and
support needs

Back to start
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Find suitable interim
accommodation for the
resident

Actions to support the
resident in the longer term

The resident may be able to
stay with family or friends, if
it is safe and reasonable for
them to do so

Complete a SafeLives Dash
risk checklist

The resident may be able to
access a refuge through
Newcastle Integrated
Domestic Abuse Service
The resident may be placed
in temporary
accommodation in Cherry
Tree View

If the resident is placed in
Cherry Tree View, a Housing
Support Officer will coordinate
the ongoing support

If risk is identified the
household are referred to the
appropriate form of
safeguarding following an
agreed process

Refer the resident to the
Newcastle Integrated
Domestic Violence Service
for support

Refer to a solicitor for legal
advice on getting an
injunction, occupation order
for the property or a nonmolestation order

Find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation for the
resident
The Homelessness
Prevention Officer / Housing
Support Officer can liaise
with the YHN Housing
Options Team to arrange
priority banding on Tyne &
Wear Homes to give the
resident priority when bidding
for another property

If the resident is a YHN
tenant, liaise with relevant
YHN Local Patch Team:
Request an urgent
management move to
another property
Seek to arrange a direct let
property in another property
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Fleeing harassment or violence from another local authority area

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer carries out an
assessment to identify:
A person / family
presents from
another local
authority area
stating that they are
fleeing harassment
or violence

•
•
•

the underlying causes of the
resident’s threat of
homelessness
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer
will seek to
substantiate the
threat of
harassment or
violence

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to
address the household’s
housing and support needs
If the Homelessness
Prevention Officer has
reason to believe the
resident is homeless
they may provide
suitable interim
accommodation while
their investigations
are ongoing
Back to start
of document

The threat of
harassment or
violence to the
resident is
confirmed by
relevant authorities

The person /
family has a local
connection to
Newcastle
The person /
family has no
local connection
to Newcastle

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer
will help the resident
find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

There is no
evidence to
substantiate the
threat of
harassment or
violence

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer may refer the person /
family back to their original local
authority area if it is determined
that it is reasonable to return to
accommodation that is available to
them there
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‘Homeless’
Your Homes Newcastle (YHN) management moves

If a YHN tenant is
unable to remain in a
property due to:
•

an emergency

•

an immediate threat
of harassment and
violence

If there is suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
available for the
tenant(s) to move into

The tenant(s) move into
suitable and sustainable
housing supported by the
YHN local patch team

The YHN local patch team will seek
to identify alternative suitable and
sustainable housing that is available
for the tenant(s) to move into

If there is not suitable
and sustainable
accommodation
available for the
tenant(s) to move into

The YHN local patch
team will continue to work
to identify suitable and
sustainable housing for
the resident

The YHN local patch
team will contact the
Lead Practitioner at the
Housing Advice Centre

Back to start
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The resident(s) remain in
interim accommodation until
YHN source suitable and
sustainable housing

The Lead Practitioner at the
Housing Advice Centre will
assess the needs of the
resident(s) to source suitable
interim accommodation
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‘Homeless’
Direct placements into statutory temporary accommodation – Cherry Tree View
Cherry Tree View is primarily for residents who are owed a statutory duty for interim accommodation under homelessness legislation.
Children’s or Adult Social Care should only use this pathway if there is no interim accommodation available through their own provision. The department
requesting the placement will generally be expected to pay for the interim accommodation.

Adult or Children’s Social
Care identify that a resident
needs a short-term
placement in interim
accommodation

The agency may contact
Newcastle City Council’s
Temporary Accommodation
Manager or a Lead
Practitioner at the Housing
Advice Centre to request
interim accommodation

The resident(s) are not
placed in statutory
temporary
accommodation
The Temporary
Accommodation Manager
or Lead Practitioner will
determine the suitability
of placement in Cherry
Tree View

Adult or Children’s Social Care should
work to find suitable and sustainable
accommodation for the household

Back to start
of document

The resident(s) are
placed in statutory
temporary
accommodation

A Housing Support
Officer will help find
suitable and
sustainable
accommodation for
the resident(s)

Back to start
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‘Homeless’
Present to Newcastle City Council’s Housing Advice Centre

The resident can present in person at the
Housing Advice Centre at their daily dropin:
The resident
presents inside of
normal office hours

Opening hours for face to face advice:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 10am
to 12 noon and 1pm to 4pm
Wednesday 1pm to 4pm
The resident can also call or email the
Housing Advice Centre at any time from
8.30am to 12 noon and 1pm to 4.30pm

If a resident is already
homeless, they should
seek advice from the
Housing Advice Centre

Emergency homeless service

The resident
presents outside of
normal office hours

Phone 0191 278 7878 (speak to the operator
and ask for the emergency homeless service)
Monday to Friday, 5.30pm to 8am
Saturday and Sunday, 8am to 8am (24 hours)

Back to start
of document
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‘Homeless’
Present at the Housing Advice Centre

If the resident is not homeless
The Homelessness Prevention Officer
will work with the resident to address
any ‘threat’ or ‘risk’ of homelessness

The resident attends the
Housing Advice Centre

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer on triage duty will refer the
resident for an appointment to
make a homeless application on
the same day

A Homelessness Prevention
Officer carries out an assessment
to identify:
•
•
•

the underlying causes of the
resident’s homelessness
the housing needs of the
household
the support needs of the
household

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer develops an Inclusion
Plan with the resident to address
the household’s housing and
support needs

Back to start
of document

The assessment will
enable the
Homelessness
Prevention Officer to
determine the offer
of interim
accommodation

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer will
determine that they
have reason to believe
the resident is
homeless
The Homelessness
Prevention Officer will
determine that they
have reason to believe
that the resident is
eligible for assistance

The resident is
homeless and eligible
for assistance

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer will
determine whether the local
authority have a duty to
provide interim
accommodation

If the resident is not eligible for
assistance
The Homelessness Prevention
Officer will refer the resident to third
sector providers who may be able to
offer support

Back to start
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‘Homeless’
Determining duty for interim accommodation

If the Homelessness Prevention
Officer does have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need and does have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer will
determine whether there is
reason to believe the
resident(s):
•
•

are in priority need
have a local area
connection

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer will source suitable
interim accommodation for the
household’s needs

If the Homelessness Prevention
Officer does have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need and does not have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle

The local authority have a
duty to provide interim
accommodation while
they explore a referral to
the local authority area to
which the resident has a
local connection

If the Homelessness Prevention
Officer does not have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need but does have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle

The local authority
does not have a duty
to provide interim
accommodation

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer will work with the
resident to source suitable
interim accommodation for
the household’s needs

The local authority
does not have a duty
to provide interim
accommodation

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer will refer the resident(s)
back to the local authority area
to which they have a
connection

If the Homelessness Prevention
Officer does not have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need and does not have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle
Back to start
of document

The local authority have a
duty to provide interim
accommodation
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‘Homeless’
Present to the emergency homeless service
Children (under the age of 18 years old) should not be referred to the emergency homeless service and should be supported by emergency provision in Children’s Social Care

The Emergency Homelessness
Officer will advise the
resident(s) to present at the
Housing Advice Centre as soon
as possible to identify and
address their housing needs
through an Inclusion Plan

The resident contacts
the emergency
homeless service
Phone call received by
duty staff at the Civic
Centre who pass on
contact details to the
Emergency
Homelessness Officer
on duty

The Emergency Homelessness
Officer on duty contacts the
resident(s) who phoned the
emergency homeless service and
carries out a brief assessment over
the phone to identify whether there
is reason to believe the resident(s):
•

is homeless? (whether they
have somewhere they can
reasonably stay that night)

•

is entitled to an interim
accommodation duty

•

has any support needs that
need to be taken into account

The Emergency
Homelessness Officer
will identify whether the
resident can
reasonably stay with
family or friends that
night and is happy to
do so

If the resident can
reasonably stay with family or
friends and is happy to do so

If the resident cannot
reasonably stay with family or
friends

The Emergency Homelessness
Officer will identify whether the
local authority has an interim
duty to accommodate
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Emergency homeless service
Determining duty for interim accommodation

If the Emergency Homelessness
Officer does have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need and does have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle

The Emergency
Homelessness Officer will
determine whether there is
reason to believe the
resident(s):
•
•

is in priority need
has a local area
connection

If the Emergency Homelessness
Officer does have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need and does not have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle

If the Emergency Homelessness
Officer does not have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need but does have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle

If the Emergency Homelessness
Officer does not have reason to
believe the resident(s) are in
priority need and does not have
reason to believe the resident(s)
have a local connection to
Newcastle
Back to start
of document

The local authority have a
duty to provide interim
accommodation

The local authority have a
duty to provide interim
accommodation while
they explore a referral to
the local authority area to
which the resident has a
local connection

The Emergency
Homelessness Officer will
source suitable interim
accommodation for the
resident’s needs

An appointment will be
made at the Housing
Advice Centre for the
resident(s) on the next
working day to
complete an Inclusion
Plan

The local authority does
not have a duty to
provide interim
accommodation
The Emergency Homelessness
Officer will source suitable
interim accommodation for the
resident’s needs if it is
available
The local authority does
not have a duty to
provide interim
accommodation

Back to start
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Emergency homeless service
Sourcing emergency interim accommodation

If the resident(s):
The Emergency Homelessness
Officer will source suitable interim
accommodation for the resident’s
needs based on the initial
assessment and informed by
screening across relevant
Newcastle City Council databases

•
•
•
•

It is most likely that they will be
offered interim accommodation in
Newcastle City Council’s
statutory temporary
accommodation – Cherry Tree
View

are a household containing
dependant children
is pregnant
is fleeing domestic violence
has significant vulnerability that
cannot be accommodated in crisis
or emergency accommodation

If the resident(s) do not
have any of these specific
needs

It is most likely that they will be offered
interim accommodation through:
•
•

Back to start
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An appointment will be made
for the resident(s) at the
Housing Advice Centre on
the next working day to
complete an Inclusion Plan

an emergency bed for homeless
households
crisis accommodation

Back to start
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‘Homeless’
Sourcing suitable interim accommodation

The Active Inclusion Newcastle Unit identify available emergency beds and other places in crisis accommodation each working day. Homelessness Prevention
Officers use this information to accommodate residents who are literally homeless

The Homelessness
Prevention Officer identify
whether the resident can
reasonably stay with
family or friends and is
happy to do so

If the resident can
reasonably stay with
family or friends and
is happy to do so

If the resident
cannot reasonably
stay with friends or
family

The Homelessness Prevention
Officer will continue to work with
the resident(s) to relieve their
homelessness by helping them to
find suitable and sustainable
accommodation

The Homelessness Prevention Officer will contact an interim
accommodation service that is suitable for the resident’s needs to
arrange access for the resident. All temporary accommodation
placements for residents who are homeless are recorded on the
Gateway portal

There are five main types of interim accommodation that are
used to accommodate residents who are homeless

Back to start
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‘Homeless’
Types of interim accommodation
Once a Homelessness Prevention Officer has sourced suitable interim accommodation they will continue to work with the resident(s) to relieve their homelessness by
helping them to find suitable and sustainable accommodation. They will do this in collaboration with support workers in each individual accommodation provider

There are five main types of interim accommodation that can be used to accommodate residents who are homeless

Short term relief
accommodation

118 units of commissioned
short-term relief
accommodation
See here for more
information on crisis
accommodation

Emergency beds

18 emergency beds located
across eight
accommodation services in
the city. These are paid for
by Newcastle City Council
for the specific purpose of
providing short-term interim
accommodation (for up to
five nights) for homeless
residents
See here for more detail
on the emergency beds

Back to start
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Statutory homeless
accommodation
(Cherry Tree View)

Cherry Tree View has 45
units that are primarily used
to provide temporary
accommodation for
residents who are homeless
and are in priority need
See here for more
information on statutory
temporary
accommodation

Women’s refuges

Seven refuge services
providing accommodation to
women fleeing harassment
or violence
See here for more detail
on women’s refuges
For women fleeing
domestic abuse, this
should be the primary
form of interim
accommodation used

Young people’s
accommodation

Ten units of supported
accommodation for
residents aged 16 to 21
years old
An additional 63 units of
supported accommodation
for residents aged 16 to 24
years old
See here for more
information on young
people’s accommodation
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‘Homeless’
Short term relief accommodation
Accommodation service

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type
provided

Short term relief accommodation - East

Tyne Housing Byker
Bridge House

28

18+
Male/ Female
years old

Single residents with a variety of support needs are accepted

24 hour staffing

St. Vincent De Paul New
Bridges

12

25+
Male/ Female
years old

Single residents with support needs are accepted with the exception of mental health
needs, which must be ‘low’

24 hour staffing

Home Group Cedar House

24

18 to 60
years old

Single female residents are accepted, with or without children and with any level of support
needs

24 hour staffing

Female

Home Group Osborne Rd

6

18+

Male

Single male residents with a variety of high support needs

Daytime support
and concierge

Short term relief accommodation - West

Changing Lives
Cumberland House

10

Changing Lives Francis
House

11

18+
years old

Female

Single female residents with a variety of moderate to high support needs

24 hour staffing

18+
years old

Female

Single female residents with a variety of support needs are accepted

24 hour staffing

Changing Lives Virginia
House

14

18+
years old

Male

Single residents with a variety of moderate support needs

24 hour staffing

Changing Lives Roycroft
House

6

18+
years old

Male

Single male residents with variety of moderate support needs

Daytime support
and concierge

Wavelength

7

18+
years old

Male

Single male residents with a variety of low support needs

24 hour staffing

Other Accommodation

YWCA Jesmond House

82

18+
Male/ Female
years old

Single residents with a variety of support needs are accepted

24 hour staffing

*not all units are accessible as short term relief accommodation
Once they have sourced suitable interim accommodation the HPO will continue to work with the resident(s) to relieve their
homelessness by helping them to find suitable and sustainable accommodation. They will do this in collaboration with
support workers in the relevant accommodation provider
The first steps of supporting residents to move on from short term relief accommodation can be found here
Back to start
of document
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‘Homeless’
Young people’s accommodation
Residents who present as homeless at the Housing Advice Centre and are aged under 18 years old will be supported by YHN Young People’s service to access
accommodation.
Accommodation service

Home Group Tyneside Foyer
YHN Young People’s Service
Hostel

Depaul UK Simonside House

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type provided

50

16 to 24
years old

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

10

16 to 21
years old

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

13

16 to 24
years old

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

Once they have sourced suitable interim accommodation the HPO will continue to work with the
resident(s) to relieve their homelessness by helping them to find suitable and sustainable
accommodation. They will do this in collaboration with support workers in the relevant
accommodation provider
The first steps of supporting residents to move on from crisis accommodation can be
found here
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‘Homeless’
Statutory homeless accommodation – Cherry Tree View
Cherry Tree View primarily provides interim accommodation for residents who we owe an interim duty because they are in homeless, eligible, and in priority need

Accommodation service

Newcastle City Council Cherry
Tree View

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type provided

45

All

Male/ Female

Single residents, couples and families with a variety of
support needs are accepted

24 hour staffing

Once the resident has entered Cherry tree, the HPO will continue to work with the resident(s) to
relieve their homelessness by helping them to find suitable and sustainable accommodation. They
will do this in collaboration with support workers in the relevant accommodation provider.
The first steps of supporting residents to move on from Cherry Tree View can be found
here
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‘Homeless’
Emergency beds
Emergency beds are only a short term (up to five days) offer of interim accommodation specifically for homeless households. Residents should be moved on to more
suitable interim accommodation within five days of the initial placement.

Accommodation service

No. of
units

Age

Tyne Housing Byker Bridge
House

3

18+ years
old

Home Group Cedar House

2

Changing Lives Cumberland
House

2

Home Group Tyneside Foyer

2

Changing Lives Hawthorn House

Changing Lives Virginia House
Changing Lives Wavelength
YWCA Jesmond House

2

3
2
2

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type provided

Male/
Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

Male/
Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

Female

Single female residents with a variety of support
needs are accepted

24 hour staffing

Male/
Female

Young single residents with a variety of support needs
are accepted

24 hour staffing

Male

Single male residents with a variety of support needs

24 hour staffing

Male/
Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

18+ years
old

Male

Single male residents with a variety of low support
needs

24 hour staffing

18+ years
old

Male/
Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

18+ years
old
18+ years
old
16 to 24
years old
25+ years
old
18+ years
old

Once they have sourced suitable interim accommodation the HPO will continue to work with the
resident(s) to relieve their homelessness by helping them to find suitable and sustainable
accommodation. They will do this in collaboration with the support workers in the relevant
accommodation provider.
The first steps of supporting residents to find suitable and sustainable accommodation
can be found here
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‘Homeless’
Women’s refuges
Accommodation Service

Newcastle Integrated Domestic
Violence Service (NIDAS) Refuge

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type provided

14

16+ years old

Female

For women who are at risk of domestic abuse

24 hour staffing

If suitable refuge accommodation is not available in Newcastle through NIDAS, other refuges are available across Tyne and Wear and
Northumberland. As these refuges are located in other local authority areas, access is negotiated on a case by case basis
The Active Inclusion Unit will enquire about available beds every weekday and make this information available to Homelessness Prevention Officers working in
the Housing Advice Centre
Angelou Haven Centre
Gateshead Domestic Abuse Service
Harbour North Tyneside
Northumberland Women’s Aid
South Tyneside Women’s Aid
Wearside Women in Need
Once suitable interim accommodation has been sourced. The HPO will support the resident to
access suitable and sustainable accommodation, in collaboration with the support workers in the
relevant accommodation provider.
The first steps of supporting residents to find suitable and sustainable accommodation
can be found here
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Preparing to move on from interim accommodation
Statutory temporary accommodation – Cherry Tree View
If the household are fleeing abuse or violence. HSO completes a MARAC/DASH-RIC checklist
If risk is identified the household are referred to the appropriate form of safeguarding following the agreed process

The HSO will liaise with the
resident’s current support
provision to inform
assessment

A Cherry Tree View
(CTV) Housing
Support Officer
(HSO) will
complete an initial
assessment with
the household
within 1 week of
the resident moving
into CTV

Back to start
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If there are no
dependant
children in the
household

If there are
dependant
children in the
household

HSO will complete a full
assessment with the
household

The HSO develops a plan in conjunction with other
support and the resident(s) to find suitable and
sustainable housing

The household refuse the
offer of an Early Help Plan
The household are
offered an Early Help
Plan

If household accept the
offer of an Early Help Plan
assessment and support is
coordinated through this
plan

Back to start
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Preparing to move on from interim accommodation
Short term relief and supported accommodation
“Red”

A support worker will carry out an assessment
(usually within first 48 hours) to identify:
•
•
•

Resident moves
in to crisis or
supported
accommodation

The housing needs of the household
The support needs of the household
What level of support client will require
This should be based on part on the Gateway
assessment when client was referred to them

Detailed RAG rating assessment carried out
and updated on Gateway within first month
of moving in
The RAG rating is then reviewed each quarter
with the resident

Client is likely to require ongoing intensive support in
long term supported accommodation. This will help us
to identify those clients who are living in supported
accommodation who will require ongoing longer term
support possibly outside of homelessness supported
accommodation

“Amber”
Client requires further support and intervention within
supported accommodation before being ready to move
on, this may mean assisting client to engage with drug
or alcohol services, stabilise their mental or physical
health issues and engage with providers to work
towards being able to live independently outside of
supported accommodation or with a much reduced
level of support.
“Green”

The assessment
and RAG rating
should help the
support worker to
find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation,
liaising with the
HPO to allow the
Inclusion Plan to be
updated

The support worker
will help the resident
find suitable and
sustainable
accommodation
They will also liaise
with the HPO to allow
the Inclusion Plan to
be updated

Client is ready to move to independence and maintain a
tenancy with or without ongoing support. This could be
indicated by a number of factors and could include,
amongst other things, qualifying for Tyne and Wear
Homes, a clear rent account, engagement with support
to address identified support needs and an
understanding of their rights and responsibilities of
being a tenant.

A monthly move-on panel meeting is held at the Housing Advice Centre, chaired by Newcastle City Council’s Lead Practitioner (Complex Needs)
and attended by the YHN Pathways Advice and Support Workers. A representative from all supported accommodation provision will also attend
the meetings to discuss individual clients’ move-on needs
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Preparing to move on from interim accommodation
Short term relief and supported accommodation (2)

The resident’s
‘supported housing
move-on’ RAG
rating is “amber”
or “green”

An application made to
register on Tyne and
Wear Homes in order to
bid for social housing

See here for more
information on
sourcing
accommodation
through Tyne and
Wear Homes

The resident’s
‘supported housing
move-on’ RAG
rating is “red”

The resident does not
qualify to apply for
social housing through
Tyne and Wear Homes

The resident qualifies to
apply for social housing
through Tyne and Wear
Homes

The supported housing
service should identify and
support the resident to
address the reasons
The resident’s support
worker should update
Gateway record to clarify
these reasons

The resident is supported
to find and bid for social
housing through Tyne and
Wear Homes

If the resident was ready to move on
(RAG rated as “green”) but does not
qualify to register on Tyne and Wear
Homes.
The supported housing service
should explore other ways to find
suitable and sustainable
accommodation

The resident is able to find suitable and
sustainable housing through Tyne and
Wear Homes

If after 2 months of bidding the resident has not
found suitable and sustainable accommodation. A
welfare priority may be sought through the YHN
Pathways Advice and Support team

If the supported housing
service do not apply to register
on Tyne and Wear Homes,
they should update the
resident’s Gateway record to
clarify their reasoning

The YHN Pathways Support and Progression
team can offer advice on all stages of Tyne and
Wear Homes application and will carry out the
pre-tenancy assessment for those in supported
accommodation

A monthly move-on panel meeting is held at the Housing Advice Centre, chaired by Newcastle City Council’s Lead Practitioner (Complex Needs)
and attended by the YHN Pathways Advice and Support Workers. A representative from all supported accommodation provision will also attend
the meetings to discuss individual clients’ move-on needs
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Find suitable and sustainable accommodation
Navigation page

When choosing which accommodation will be most suitable and sustainable for a resident, there are a wide range of
considerations. See here for a checklist of these considerations

There are four main types of accommodation that could provide suitable and sustainable accommodation to residents. The links below
show how to help a resident access each type of accommodation:

YHN (general needs)

Back to start
of document

Registered providers of
social housing

Private rented
accommodation

Supported housing
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Navigation page

There are a number of considerations to ensure the accommodation is suitable to the household’s needs and sustainable over time. Click
on the link below to see a checklist and a list of associated resources you may find useful:

Property type and
standard

Security of tenure

Location

Affordability

Support needs

Future proofing

The code of guidance on determining the suitability of accommodation for households who are homeless or threatened with homelessness is available here

Once suitable and sustainable accommodation has been sourced, there are also a number of considerations to help the household ‘settle and
stabilise’ their new accommodation, reducing the risk of homelessness in the future. See here for a checklist of these considerations.
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Property type and standard

Have you confirmed that the property is not on Newcastle City Council’s Regulatory
Services’ Interventions List?

Relevant Standards and Guidelines
Decent Homes Standard

Is the property registered with the Private Rented Service? If the household has
found their own private rented, accommodation, have we started the process of
registration with the Private Rented Service?

Properties provided through Your Homes Newcastle,
Registered Social Landlords, or private landlords
must meet the Decent Homes Standard as a
minimum. Owned accommodation should also meet
Decent Homes Standard

Have you reviewed the tenancy agreement with the client to ensure they
understand their responsibilities and that the agreement is fair and reasonable?
Overcrowding guidelines
Disabilities, limited mobility or sensory support needs: Have you obtained a
medical recommendation on the suitability of the property and adaptations that
may be required?
Furniture and white goods: Has the household got sufficient furniture & white goods
to maintain the tenancy?

If a private tenancy, has the landlord provided appropriate energy performance, gas
safety, fire safety and carbon monoxide provisions and records?

Back to start
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The accommodation must be a suitable size for all
people who are reasonably expected to be part of
the household and preferably suitable for any pets
that are part of the household
“Bedroom tax” guidance
In addition to overcrowding guidelines, you should
ensure the household are not under occupying if
they are in receipt of Housing Benefit or Universal
Credit as they will be subject to the ‘removal of the
spare room subsidy’ (“bedroom tax”)
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Security of tenure

Tenancy agreement: Will the accommodation be available to the household for at least 6 months?

If tied accommodation / armed forces accommodation / student accommodation, is there an expectation that the
accommodation will be available for at least 6 months?

If living with family, will the accommodation be available until the household has secured suitable alternative
accommodation?

Are we aware of any planned sale or repossession activity taking place due to landlord rather than tenant?

Have any conditions been placed on the household that they must meet in order to stay in the accommodation? If
so, are these reasonable?

Is the landlord ‘fit and proper’?
(they should not be considered ‘fit and proper’ if they have committed offences involving fraud, violence, illegal drugs
or listed in relation to the Sexual Offences Act 2003; practiced unlawful discrimination, contravened housing law, not
acted in accordance with management of house of multiple occupation (HMO)
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Location

Have you considered any legal restrictions (e.g. restraining orders, exclusions from certain areas, bail conditions) on
the household and does the proposed accommodation meet these?

Are there any concerns regarding the safety of the household and have these been addressed? (e.g. could they be
at risk in the area the accommodation is situated in?

Have you considered whether the proposed accommodation will enable household members to remain in their
current education / employment settings? (e.g. are there appropriate and affordable transport links)

Have you considered the proposed accommodation’s impact on the household’s support network (including friends,
family, and necessary support services)?

Have you considered whether the location of the proposed accommodation meets the household’s preferences
and wishes?
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Affordability
Once housing costs are accounted for, the household must be left with sufficient income to meet other basic needs such as food,
heating, transport

Have you completed an income and expenditure assessment with the client?
Has the prospective landlord completed a completed a pre-tenancy risk assessment (YHN) or affordability
assessment (RSL)?
Is the client able to pay, or access support to pay, any deposits or moving costs?
After housing costs are accounted for, is the household left with sufficient income to meet their basic needs?

Is household receiving non-dependent contributions if applicable?
Are they planning to spend less than 1/3 of their income on housing (and associated costs such as mortgage term
insurance)?
Is the household claiming all benefits they are entitled to?

Is the household receiving any transitional support (e.g. Discretionary Housing Payment)?
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Support needs

Have you completed an Inclusion Plan or another assessment of the households housing and support needs?

Has a plan been developed to meet the household’s housing and support needs?

Has the household been tied into appropriate support that is available in the location of their proposed
accommodation? (see here for additional support needs around mental health or substance misuse or Newcastle
Support Directory for other support needs

Does the household require any transitional support to establish the tenancy?
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Key considerations for ensuring accommodation is suitable and sustainable
Future proofing

Is the household composition likely to change in the next six months?
(e.g. family reunion, more children, children reaching an age where they need additional bedrooms, non-dependents
moving into own accommodation)

Are there any planned / likely changes to household income or expenditure in the next six months?
(e.g. starting employment, increasing hours of work, gaining access to retirement benefits, children becoming
eligible for childcare support or starting / finishing school, expected back payment of benefits, reduction in debts
through repayment plan)

Is the household receiving any transitional support that will only be available for a certain period of time?
(e.g. Discretionary Housing Payment)
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YHN (general needs)
Navigation page

When choosing which accommodation will be most suitable and sustainable for a resident, there are a wide range of
considerations. See here for a checklist of these considerations

There are two key pathways into suitable and sustainable housing in Your Homes Newcastle:

Tyne and Wear Homes
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Social housing
Tyne and Wear Homes

There are six steps to supporting a resident to find and settle in suitable and sustainable housing through Tyne and Wear Homes:

1

2

3

Eligibility and
qualifying

Registering

Banding and
prioritisation

4

5

6

Bidding

Receiving an
offer

Supporting the
resident to
settle

The YHN Pathways Advice and Support team can offer advice and support at all stages of Tyne and Wear Homes application for vulnerable residents
leaving an institution or some form of supported accommodation

The Housing Options team offer support to residents and professionals on the process of finding suitable and sustainable housing through Tyne and
Wear Homes
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Tyne and Wear Homes
Qualifying

When determining whether a resident qualifies to become a Newcastle City Council tenant there are a number of considerations:
Eligibility

‘Unacceptable behaviour’

Financial resources

Local connection

A resident may not be eligible
for the scheme if they are
from abroad or subject to
immigration control

If a resident was guilty of
behaviour serious enough
behaviour to make them
unsuitable to be a tenant of the
council (whoever the landlord was
at the time)

If a resident has income (annual
income of over £50,000) or assets
(worth £100,000) that would allow
them to meet their own needs in
the private sector, they would be
disqualified from council housing

Residents do not need to have a
local connection with Newcastle to
join the scheme. However,
preference will be given to those
with a local connection.

More information can be found on
page 11 – 12 of Newcastle City
Council Lettings Policy

More information can be found on
page 12 - 13 of Newcastle City
Council Lettings Policy

More information on what
constitutes a local connection can
be found on page 34 Newcastle
City Council Lettings Policy

More information can be found
on page 11 of Newcastle City
Council Lettings Policy

If they do not have a local
connection, they will be given a
band D

A resident may be later suspended from bidding for social housing through Tyne and Wear Homes if after registering they become ineligible, are guilty of unacceptable
behaviour, or are found to have sufficient financial resources. More details are available on page 13 of the Newcastle City Council Lettings Policy

The Housing Options team offer support to residents and professionals on the process of finding suitable and
sustainable housing through Tyne and Wear Homes

The YHN Pathways Advice and Support team can offer advice and support at all stages of Tyne and Wear Homes
application for vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of supported accommodation
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Tyne and Wear Homes
Registering

!

If a vulnerability or support need is identified at the point of registration the YHN Housing Officer will ensure that
appropriate support is in place to support to resident to maintain their tenancy – see ‘pre-tenancy checks’ for more
information

The resident registers for Tyne and Wear
Homes online with support
Providing information on:
•
•
•
•
•

Their household make up
Their housing needs
Their support needs
Their financial circumstances
The names of two people who can
provide references

More information can be found on page 14 and
Appendix 1 of the Newcastle City Council
Lettings Policy

If the resident does not have access
to IT facilities – they can access the
computers at the City Library

The Housing Options
team will verify the
applicant is eligible and
qualifies to apply for
council housing

The household is eligible
and qualifies to apply for
council housing

The household is not
eligible to apply for
council housing

The household is eligible
but does not qualify to
apply for council housing

The resident can begin bidding for
properties
They will be awarded appropriate banding
according to their housing need

The resident cannot apply for social
housing.
They may be able to access private rented
accommodation

The resident may appeal the decision (see
page 43)
If they are unsuccessful they may be able
to access private rented accommodation

The Housing Options team offer support to residents and professionals on the process of finding suitable and sustainable housing through
Tyne and Wear Homes

The YHN Pathways Advice and Support team can offer advice and support at all stages of Tyne and Wear Homes application for vulnerable
residents leaving an institution or some form of supported accommodation
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Tyne and Wear Homes
Banding and prioritisation

Newcastle City Council use a banding system to identify those with the greatest housing need, giving them the highest priority when bidding. More information can be found on
page 25 of the Newcastle City Council Lettings Policy

Band A - Immediate and exceptional
need or at risk of serious harm
•
•
•

•

Emergency rehousing is required for
medical reasons
You are at risk of immediate and
serious harm
Approved homeless cases in
temporary accommodation where
there is an urgent need to free up
accommodation
Your home is made uninhabitable
due to fire flood or other such
emergency

Band B - Urgent housing need
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full information on who can be found on
page 27 of the Newcastle City Council
Lettings Policy
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They are homeless and the council has
a legal duty to offer housing
A serving or former member of the
armed forces or reserve forces who has
an urgent need to move or has an
injury, disability or medical condition
A bereaved spouse or civil partner of a
member of the armed forces leaving
family accommodation following the
death of your spouse or civil partner
Experiencing domestic abuse or direct
threats of violence
Current housing is unsanitary or
overcrowded
Has a severe disability or health
condition or specific welfare needs
A foster carer who has urgent housing
needs for child protection reasons
The home is subject to major building
work or will be demolished
The resident has ‘good tenant’ status

More information can be found on page 27
- 31 of the Newcastle City Council Lettings
Policy

Band C - Medium housing need
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accepted as homeless but are not priority
under the legislation
A young person leaving care
A move from supported accommodation
The household is overcrowded
A disability or health condition that their
current home is having some impact on
this
The household is sharing facilities with
another household
Lacking basic facilities or your home is in
serious disrepair
Need to move due to a relationship
breakdown
Need move for employment, education or
training reasons
Provide or receive some care and support
The household is forced to live apart
Need to leave housing tied to
employment
Cannot meet the cost of maintaining their
home

More information can be found on page 31 33 of the Newcastle City Council Lettings
Policy

Band D - Low housing need
•
•

•

You have no recognised housing need
in Band A, B or C
You have no local connection with the
city or have applied to another partner
through the Tyne and Wear lettings
scheme
You have accommodation available to
you that meets your housing needs.

More information can be found on page 33
of the Newcastle City Council Lettings
Policy
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Tyne and Wear Homes
Bidding

In circumstances where a resident would be unable to actively bid each week, the Housing Options service may be able to establish automatic
bidding
Three bids will be automatically placed on properties that are suitable for that resident

The resident searches
for properties through
the Tyne and Wear
Homes website or at a
YHN office or at the
Housing Options
Service
Properties are
advertised on a
weekly basis

Residents can bid through a number of
different methods:
By logging on to
www.tyneandwearhomes.org.uk
By calling the automated telephone line
0300 7777245
Email tyneandwearhomes@yhn.org.uk
Write to the Housing Options Service
Call into any office or partner landlord

Once the deadline
for bidding has
passed, the Housing
Options Service will
check who meets
the criteria for the
property

Residents who have the
highest housing need
banding will be prioritised
for the housing
If more than one resident
has the same banding
then the resident who has
been waiting in the band
longest will be prioritised

Contact the Housing Options Service or
any YHN office

The Housing Options team offer support to residents and professionals on the process of finding suitable and sustainable
housing through Tyne and Wear Homes

The YHN Pathways Advice and Support team can offer advice and support at all stages of Tyne and Wear Homes application for
vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of supported accommodation
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Tyne and Wear Homes
Receiving an offer

If the resident accepts an offer of a
tenancy, they accept that they will
live in this tenancy as their main
home from the agreed tenancy start
date

Once a resident
receives an offer they be
invited to view the
property

The landlord will then make a
formal offer and let the
property
The resident will be expected
to confirm as quickly as
possible (usually within 48
hours)

A tenancy agreement is
written up and formally
signed by both the
resident and the
landlord

Before this stage, offers may be
withdrawn in circumstances such as:
•
•

•

They have provided false or
misleading information
The property is required for
exceptional housing
management reasons
The outgoing tenant has
withdrawn their notice of
termination

The Housing Options team offer support to residents and professionals on the process of finding suitable and sustainable housing
through Tyne and Wear Homes

The YHN Pathways Advice and Support team can offer advice and support at all stages of Tyne and Wear Homes application for
vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of supported accommodation
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Tyne and Wear Homes
Direct lets
The circumstances in which a direct let may be used
•
•
There are some
situations where the
council and its partner
landlords may need to
use vacant properties to
house residents who
require housing urgently

•
•

•
•

People having to move from areas affected by major
repairs or demolition
Emergency plan housing where there is no temporary
accommodation available (for example accommodation
which may be required following fire, flood or other major
incident)
People we are asked to house under the Witness
Protection Scheme
Some homeless cases where the person does not qualify
for the scheme, intentionally homeless or there is a need
to move customers rapidly through temporary
accommodation to avoid the use of bed and breakfast; or
where the band status has expired and the council has a
duty to provide accommodation
Some asylum seekers and other national priorities
Other exceptional housing management reasons

The offer of accommodation
•

In these circumstances, the date the
decision was made to offer a direct let
will normally determine the order in
which properties are offered

•

Where a direct let is awarded to
someone who otherwise would not
qualify to join the scheme (because of a
current or previous breach of tenancy
such as rent arrears or property
damage) any property offered will
normally be in the area of the city where
this breach occurred. It will not be in an
area considered by YHN or other
landlord to be of higher demand

Full information can be found on page 38 of the Newcastle City Council Lettings Policy

The Housing Options team offer support to residents and professionals on the process of finding suitable and sustainable housing
through Tyne and Wear Homes

The YHN Pathways Advice and Support team can offer advice and support at all stages of Tyne and Wear Homes application for
vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of supported accommodation
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Your Homes Newcastle
Identifying support needs for YHN tenants

The tenant’s ability to manage a tenancy should have been checked at the ‘verification stage’ and ‘property offer’ stage of their ‘Tyne and Wear Homes’
application as part of the ‘Sustaining Tenancies’ Process:
‘Property offer’ stage

Registration stage
•

•

•

At the time of registering for Tyne and
Wear Homes, the resident will be asked
to identify any support needs and any
support they currently have to meet
those needs
The YHN Housing Officer taking the
application should check at the Tyne &
Wear Homes verification stage whether
a support agency is already working with
the applicant or anyone in their
household

•

If there is support in place, the YHN
Housing Officer should liaise with the
provider and clarify whether this support
will continue

•

The YHN Housing Officer should check
whether there is any indication that the
new tenant (or anyone in their
household) is vulnerable and place a
flag on their database to identify a
vulnerability

If there is an agency involved, the
Housing Officer should put a flag on
their database to show that the person is
vulnerable and receives support,
together with a note of who provides the
support and their contact details

See pages 9 to 10 of Newcastle City
Council’s Sustaining Tenancies guidance
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Agreeing a support plan
•

If there are concerns that a new tenant
can maintain their tenancy due to a
vulnerability or support needs the
Housing Officer should facilitate a
discussion with the resident and their
support providers or make a referral to
YHN Support and Progression

•

Support agencies may need to call a
case meeting for other purposes (e.g.
safeguarding)

•

Any support plan should be reviewed on
a regular basis to ensure it is working.
The agency that is supporting the
vulnerable person should liaise with the
Housing Officer to check that there any
no breaches of tenancy. The Housing
Officer should maintain regular contact
with the support agency and contact
them straight away if a problem occurs

New tenant visit
•

The Housing Officer should visit the new
tenant shortly after the start of the
tenancy to check that the tenant has
settled into their new home to identify
any problems with the tenancy (within 6
weeks)

•

They should liaise with the tenant’s
support providers if they identify any
problems as part of their regular review
of their support plan

•

If no support is in place but a problem
occurs that may put the tenant at risk of
homelessness, the Housing Officer may
refer to the YHN Support and
Progression team

See page 12 of Newcastle City Council’s
Sustaining Tenancies guidance for
potential signs that the tenant may need
support to manage their tenancy
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Private rented accommodation
Navigation page

When choosing which accommodation will be most ‘suitable and sustainable’ for a resident, there are a wide range of
considerations. See here for a checklist of these considerations

Finding a property through the Private Rented Service

The resident finds their own property

The YHN Pathways Support and Progression team can offer advice and support for vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of
supported accommodation
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Private rented accommodation
Finding a property through the Private Rented Service

The Private Rented Service helps all people looking to rent in Newcastle. They provide help to tenants by:
• Providing a list of properties that are available to rent from good private landlords who meet the standard of the Newcastle Housing Accreditation Scheme
• Giving advice on how to find good quality affordable private rented accommodation

The resident finds a
property that is suitable
for their needs from
those listed by the
Private Rented Service

Private Rented Service and
prospective landlord will assess
whether tenant is suitable for the
property (e.g. sometimes a safer
estates check will be carried where
there is ground to do so.

The resident
has access to
their own
deposit

The resident
doesn’t have
access to their
own deposit

The Private Rented Service operate a Rent
Deposit Guarantee Scheme, to qualify a
resident must:
•
•
•

Be aged 16 and over
Have a connection to Newcastle
Can manage a tenancy without support

When they apply they will need to provide:
•
•
•
•
•

Proof of identity and date of birth
Proof of national insurance number
Proof of current address
References from previous and current
landlords
Evidence of right to remain in the UK if
you are not a British Citizen

The resident moves in
to selected property and
signs tenancy
agreement

The landlord retains the right to refuse
to let property to the resident

The resident is
accepted for Rent
Deposit Guarantee
Scheme

The resident is
not accepted for
the Rent Deposit
Guarantee
Scheme

Explore other options for
finding suitable and
sustainable accommodation

The YHN Pathways Support and Progression team can offer advice and support for vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of supported
accommodation
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Private rented accommodation
The resident finds their own property

The Private Rented Service operate a Rent
Deposit Guarantee Scheme, to qualify a
resident must:
The resident may
find their own
private rented
property they
would like to rent
but does not have
access to a
deposit

•
•
•

Be aged 16 and over
Have a connection to Newcastle
Can manage a tenancy without support

When they apply they will need to provide:
•
•
•
•
•

Proof of identity and date of birth
Proof of national insurance number
Proof of current address
References from previous and
current landlords
Evidence of right to remain in the UK
if you are not a British Citizen

Private Rented Service will also carry
out checks on property to ensure the
accommodation and landlord meet the
accreditation standard
Accreditation looks at both the physical
condition of a property and how well this
property is managed. Landlords will be
asked to provide the relevant safety
certificates and provide a satisfactory DBS
declaration. Each property must be
inspected by a council officer to ensure it
complies with the set standards

The resident is
accepted for Rent
Deposit Guarantee
Scheme and the
property and landlord
meet the
accreditation
standard

The resident moves in to
selected property and
signs tenancy agreement

The resident is not
accepted for the Rent
Deposit Guarantee
Scheme

Explore other options for
finding suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

The resident is
accepted for the Rent
Deposit Guarantee
Scheme but the
landlord and property
do not meet the
accreditation standard

See support to settle and
stabilise

The resident can:
•

Find an accredited
property through the
Private Rented Service

•

Explore other options for
finding suitable and
sustainable
accommodation

The YHN Pathways Support and Progression team can offer advice and support for vulnerable residents leaving an institution or some form of supported
accommodation
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Supported accommodation

Definition
For the purposes of suitable and sustainable we have only included that accommodation commissioned as ‘supported accommodation’ and not included any ‘crisis
accommodation’ provision
This is an option for those residents who need an additional level of support beyond floating support in their own property or who require specialised mental health
supported accommodation
Supported accommodation

Supported accommodation for people with mental
health problems

431 units of commissioned supported
accommodation across the city

A resident
requires
accommodation
with support,
beyond that
available
through floating
support
services

A Gateway
assessment is
completed for
resident detailing
the supports
needs and reason
why placement is
required

The assessment is
used to match the
resident to the
most suitable
supported
accommodation
for their needs

87 units of commissioned supported
accommodation across the city

A referral is
made through
Gateway to the
most suitable
supported
accommodation
service

A supported
accommodation
provider
accepts the
referral

The
resident
may be
invited for
an interview

Resident
accepted on
to waiting list
following
interview

A vacancy
becomes available
and resident is
offered place in the
supported
accommodation
provision

If there are no Supported Accommodation Providers willing to accept the referral and offer a place to the resident then the Lead Practitioner from the Housing
Advice Centre can negotiate directly with Supported Accommodation providers

Alternatively, the resident may be able to find ‘suitable and sustainable accommodation’ through other pathways
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Supported accommodation
Supported accommodation and resettlement: Changing Lives
When choosing which accommodation will be most suitable and sustainable for a resident, there are a wide range of considerations.
See here for a checklist of these considerations
Accommodation Service

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type
provided

Citywide Supported Accommodation and Resettlement Support: Changing Lives
Abbott House

18

Changing Lives dispersed
accommodation (including
Walker Clusters)

81

Deerbush

6

Praxis

28

Refugees Action Letting

10

The Veterans Centre

6
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50+
years
old
18+
years
old
18+
years
old
18+
years
old
18+
years
old
18+
years
old

Male/Female Older single residents with a variety of moderate support needs. No wheelchair access

Daytime
support

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs

Floating
support

Male/Female

Single residents with low support needs

Floating
support

Male/Female

Single residents and single parent families with moderate support needs

Floating
support

Male/Female Residents with refugee status or other ‘leave to remain’ with a variety of support needs

Male/Female

Male residents who are veterans of the armed forces with a variety of moderate
support needs

Floating
support
Daytime
support
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Supported accommodation
Supported accommodation and resettlement: Home Group
When choosing which accommodation will be most suitable and sustainable for a resident, there are a wide range of considerations. See here for a
checklist of these considerations
Accommodation Service

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type
provided

Citywide Supported Accommodation and Resettlement Support: Changing Lives
Haven Tyneside

45

18+ years
old

Male/Female

Dispersed accommodation for single residents with high support needs around
drugs or alcohol but only low mental health needs

Floating
support with 24
hour ‘on call’
service

Hawthorn House

7

25+ years
old

Male

Single male residents with a variety of support needs

24 hour staffing

Home Group community
move-on

19

18+ years
old

Male/Female

Dispersed accommodation for single residents with a variety of support needs that
can be met through floating support

Floating
support

Home Group offenders
service

4

18+ years
old

Male/Female

Dispersed accommodation for single residents with a history of offending and low
to moderate support needs

Floating
support

North of England
Refugee Service

20

18+ years
old

Male/Female

Dispersed accommodation for single residents or couples who have refugee status
or other leave to remain

Floating
support

Tyne Housing
Association supported
housing

135

18+ years
old

Male/Female Dispersed accommodation for single residents with a variety of high support needs

Floating
support

Supported accommodation
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Supported accommodation for young people (citywide)

When choosing which accommodation will be most suitable and sustainable for a resident, there are a wide range of considerations. See here for a
checklist of these considerations

Accommodation
Service

No. of units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type provided

Commissioned accommodation and support for young people (16 – 24)
Home Group Tyneside
Foyer – Triangle House
Home Group Young
People’s Supported
Accommodation in the
community
Depaul UK Simonside
Terrace

20

16 to 24
years
old

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are accepted and
accommodated in self contained flats

24 hour staffing

8

16 to 24
years
old

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of support needs are accepted and
accommodated in dispersed accommodation

Floating support

5

16 to 24
years
old

Male/Female

Single residents with a variety of low to moderate support needs are
accepted

24 hour staffing

Other accommodation for young people
YHN North Kenton
Cluster service

Back to start
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accommodation

16

16 to 24
years
old

Male/Female

Single residents with low support needs are accepted

Provides self-contained
flats with in house
support
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Integrated accommodation and floating support for people with mental health problems
The supported accommodation listed here are specifically for people who are homeless or are ‘threatened’ with homelessness and have mental health problems
that mean they require additional support to maintain accommodation.
There are also other forms of supported accommodation for those with mental health problems such as those provided by Newcastle City Council’s Recovery
Support team
Accommodation Service

No. of
units

Age

Gender

Level of support needs accommodated

Support type
provided

Commissioned supported accommodation for people with mental health problems
Karbon supported
housing

30

Richmond Fellowship
supported housing

25

Mental Health Matters
supported housing

18

Mental Health Concern
supported housing
Mental health floating
support

Scrogg Road
Rehabilitation flats
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18+
years
old
18+
years
old
18+
years
old

Male/Female

Single residents with mental health as their primary support need and
have low to moderate floating support requirements. They also have
accommodation suitable for couples and families

Floating
support

Male/Female

Single residents with mental health as their primary support need and
have low to moderate floating support requirements

Floating
support

Male/Female

Single residents with mental health as their primary support need and
have moderate floating support requirements

Support
available on site

14

18+
years
old

Male/Female

Single residents with mental health as their primary support need and
have moderate to high floating support requirements

Floating
support with
‘on call’
keyworker

70

18+
years
old

Male/Female

Floating support for residents with mental health problems

Floating
support

Directly delivered supported accommodation for people with mental health problems
18+
Single residents with mental health as their primary support need who
12
years Male/Female
have high support needs
old

24 hour staffing
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Support to settle and stabilise

Once suitable and sustainable accommodation has been sourced, there are a number of areas to consider when helping a resident ‘settle
and stabilise’ their accommodation:

During the first week

During the first six months

Has the household received a “how to rent” booklet from the
prospective landlord? (before moving in)
Ensure all utilities (gas, electric, and water) are connected
and resident knows how these work (including pre-payment
meters)
Ensure all services have been advised of change of address
(e.g. doctor, schools, support services)

Is the resident in arrears with any of their utilities or rent? If
so, see here for pathways to support

Is resident managing to keep the property to a reasonable
standard?
Is the resident maintaining engagement with support
services? (if relevant)

Ensure the resident is clear about their rights and
responsibilities as a tenant, particularly the practicalities of
paying their rent
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Multiply Excluded Homeless

In Newcastle, multiply excluded adults are defined as residents who:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have experienced 3 or more episodes of rough sleeping;
Have a substance misuse problem;
Have offending behaviour;
Have had multiple admissions (3 or more) into emergency accommodation;
Experience exclusion from mainstream and other specialist services e.g. health, drug and alcohol treatment, mental health services; and
Have limited opportunities to move on to more independent accommodation

There are three key parts to the city’s response to those who are experiencing multiple exclusion homelessness:

What to do if you see
someone sleeping rough

The Street Outreach
Team

The ‘Housing First’
service

The Entrenched Rough Sleeper Social Impact Bond
Newcastle City Council, in partnership with the Borough Council of Gateshead and the Newcastle Gateshead Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), have been
awarded £1.54 million outcomes funding from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (DCLG) to deliver a Social Impact Bond (SIB) service that
will offer personalised support to individuals entrenched within the homelessness system. The SIB service covers the geographic areas of Newcastle City Council
(Newcastle Council) and the Borough Council of Gateshead (Gateshead Council), as we recognise that the geographic boundaries of Newcastle and Gateshead are
blurred for people who sleep rough and who access services in both Newcastle and Gateshead, often simultaneously.
This service is a time limited pilot and only works with a pre-determined set of individuals who have been identified as ‘entrenched’ through data analysis focused on
repeated interaction with homelessness services.
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Multiply Excluded Homeless
What to do if you see someone sleeping rough

The rough sleeping reporting line is not a ‘999’ emergency response service, and if you have concerns about a person’s immediate health or safety then you should
contact the emergency services

This pathway relates to the service responses for those rough sleeping, if someone has nowhere to go that night please see the Emergency Homeless Service
pathway

A member of the
public sees
someone who they
believe is rough
sleeping

The member of the public may
report through Streetlink app or
website
They may report this directly to
the council by:
Phoning:
0191 278 3899

These reports come
directly to the Active
Inclusion Service who will
record them on Gateway
and make a referral to the
Changing Lives Multiple
Exclusion Team

The Changing Lives
Street Outreach Team
will respond to and seek
to verify these reports
during their daily
outreach

emailing:
roughsleeping@newcastle.gov.uk
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Multiply Excluded Homeless
Street Outreach Team

If the temperature drops below 0 for three consecutive nights, the Severe Weather Emergency Protocol (SWEP) comes into force in the city. This plan builds on existing service responses to seek to
rapidly accommodate people rough sleeping in the city.
However, in Newcastle we already seek to accommodate all residents who are rough sleeping as routine practice

If the Street Outreach Team identify
someone they suspect is sleeping
rough they will:
The Street Outreach
Team operate a
daily outreach
service for people
sleeping rough

The Street Outreach Team
conduct a daily outreach to
find people who are
sleeping rough

•

As part of this outreach
they will respond to reports
made by the public

•

The Street Outreach Team
will record all people they
have identified as sleeping
rough that day on Gateway

Ask them for their name so they
can seek to find them
accommodation or tie them into
support
Invite them to their daily drop in
service at Crisis Skylight
Newcastle

The Street Outreach
Team also run a daily
drop in service from Crisis
Skylight Newcastle, where
rough sleepers can
access food, laundry,
showers, and 1:1 support
to secure accommodation

Anyone found rough sleeping is
encouraged to present to the
Housing Advice Centre

A resident who is rough
sleeping may also be supported
to access accommodation
through a Housing First
service

If the resident is excluded from accommodation (e.g. as a
result of violent behaviour or arrears) the case may be
discussed at the Multiple Exclusion Common Case
Management Group to seek to find an appropriate
solution for the individual’s needs

The Multiple Exclusion Common Case Management Group (MECCMG)
Individuals who are rough sleeping often face multiple needs. The MECCMG meets weekly and coordinates support for these residents across a range of different
services
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Multiply Excluded Homeless
‘Housing First’ Services - Overview
There are two commissioned Housing First services in the city:
• Home Group are commissioned to deliver 5 units of Housing First accommodation and support in the East of
the city
• Changing Lives and Shelter are commissioned to deliver 10 units of Housing First accommodation and
support in the West of the city

In 2019, Your Homes Newcastle’s Support and Progression Service began the delivery of a one-year pilot of a
Housing First service for up to 10 individual households using funding from the Government’s Rough Sleeping
Initiative

More detail on the process for referral into
the Housing First services can be found here
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Multiply Excluded Homeless
‘Housing First’ Services - Referrals

A referral is made
through Gateway to
a Housing First
service by an
agreed agency or by
the MECCMG

Active Inclusion Newcastle
produce an automated
Gateway report of referrals
for consideration by the
Multiple Exclusion Common
Case Management Group
(MECCMG) on a weekly
basis

MECCMG approve
the referral to the
Housing First service

A Gateway assessment
is completed by the
Housing First service
and a placement is
created

The Housing First
service source
housing and support
the individual

MECCMG deny the
referral to the Housing
First service

MECCMG should agree who will work with
the resident to find suitable and
sustainable accommodation
Active Inclusion Unit Newcastle will
withdraw the referral on Gateway
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Multiply Excluded Homeless
‘Housing First’ Services – Housing and Support

A resident has been ‘placed’ with a Housing First service

The Housing First service will source suitable and sustainable
accommodation immediately (within one week)
The service should offer the resident some level of choice over
properties that have already been sourced for the Housing First
service and the opportunity to view the property before moving in

The Housing First service should ensure the housing is suitable and
sustainable

Once a property is identified the Housing First service should make a
disclosure to the landlord about the resident’s history and support
needs

The Housing First service will develop an individualised support
plan based on a thorough assessment of the residents needs and
strengths
The support plan should be reviewed regularly and include a
frequency and level of support that is sufficiently intensive to meet the
resident’s needs

The support plan should be developed in partnership with wider
support networks and the Housing First service should broker access
to support outside of their immediate remit (e.g. mental health,
substance misuse)

The support plan should be based on an internal assessment process
that is in line with the Service Quality Framework and should include
a risk assessment

Once accommodation is sourced and a support plan is developed:
The Housing First service should update Gateway with accommodation
information and begin supporting the resident to maintain their new housing in
order to achieve broader outcomes
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